


Dear Reader: 
Clearly 1981 was a big year 

for restructuring our federal 
system and for those of us inter- 
ested and actively involved in 
that effort: 

0 It was a year when the 
President made “New Fed- 
eralism” a high priority item 
on his domestic agenda- 
citing the need to restore 
responsibilities and revenues 
to states and localities. 

0 It was a year when the 
states’ chief executives and 
legislators strongly urged a 
sorting out of the mix- 
master we know as our fed- 
eral system so that responsi- 
bilities such as income 

maintenance would be 
assumed by the federal 
government and responsi- 
bility for programs such as 
elementary and secondary 
education. highways, and 
law enforcement by state 
and local governments. 

0 It was a year when local 
officials began to rediscover 
their state capitols and to 
work with state leaders to 
solve the problems and to 
meet the challenges posed by 
additional responsibilities 
and fewer federal aid dollars. 

These changes and more are 
described in this issue of Inter- 

governmental Perspective, 
which features the Commission’s 
annual assessment of federalism 
in the preceding year. The mate- 
rial covered this year is particu- 
larly important since so many 
changes are apparently under- 
way. changes many of us hope 
constitute a transition from a 
federally dominated federalism 
to a more balanced inter- 
governmental system. 

The first article, by David 
Walker, Albert Richter, and 
Cynthia Colella. deals with 
changes in federal grant system, 
efforts at deregulation, and 
other intergovernmental devel- 
opments emanating from Wash- 
ington during%+l. The article 
highlights what has been cited 

as the beginning rather than the 
ending of change. 

Fiscal conditions of 1981 
clearly were important factors in 
the year’s developments. The 
second piece, by Susannah 
Calkins and John Shannon. 
describes what happened in the 
intergovernmental fiscal world 
in 1981. and how these happen- 
ings fit in with longer term 
trends and developments. 

The impact of these fiscal and 
programmatic actions of 1981 on 
states and localities, the subject 
of the third article by Jean 
Lawson and Carl Stenberg, has 
been highly significant. Of 
particular interest in this article 
is the effect on state legislative- 
executive and state-local rela- 
tionships. 

1981 was significant to ACIR 
since it saw completion of its 
seminal work analyzing and 
making recommendations re- 
lating to federal, state, and 
local roles and responsibilities. 

All in all, the year has been a 
monumental one for inter- 
governmental relations, and for 
the Commission. I am pleased to 
be a part of what is happening 
in both. 

Lamar Alexander 
Governor of Tennessee 



2 View from the Commission 
Tennessee Governor Lamar Alexander, Vice Chair of the 
Commission, highlights some of the key intergovernmental 
happenings during 1981 and introduces the Commission 
staffs annual assessment of federalism. 

4 1981: A Threshold Year for Federalism 
While clearly 1982 will be an important year for inter- 
governmental relationships, these events should not 
completely overshadow the developments of 1981. ACIR 
has called it a threshold year for federalism, for it may well 
be considered the beginning rather than the end of 
dramatic change. 

5 The First Ten Months: Grant-in-Aid, Regulatory and 
Other Changes 
Significant changes in the federal grant system, along with 
initiatives in the regulatory area, relevant court decisions, 
and other intergovernmental events emanating from 
Washington are discussed in this article by ACIR Assistant 
Director David Walker and staffers Al Richter and 
Cynthia Colella. 

23 The’New Formula for Fiscal Federaiism: Austerity Equals 
Decentralization 
Fiscal federalism, always a significant intergovernmental 
concern, became a top domestic agenda item in 1981, as the 
federal government joined states and localities in slowing 
down the growth of spending. This and other events and 
trends developing in the year are described here by ACIR 
Assistant Director John Shannon and Susannah Calkins. 

30 “Rebalanced Federalism” The States’ Role and Response 
In 1981 the spotlight turned to the states as they prepared to 
assume additional responsibilities at the same time they 
were dealing with cuts in federal aid and many were facing 
immediate or future budgetary difficulties. State legislative- 
executive and state-local relationships in particular seemed 

i to be in a period of flux in 1981. Assistant Director Carl 
Stenberg and Jean Lawson analyze these and other trends 
in this article. 

42 And Briefly: Books 
During 1981, ACIR published 18 reports, two “In Briefs,” 
and three Information Bulletins. They are briefly 
summarized here. 
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1981: A Threshold 
Year for Federalism 

On January 26, 1982. President Ronald Reagan in 
his first State of the Union address launched an 
effort to “make government again accountable to the 
people, to make our system of federalism work 
again.” 

The President’s “single, bold stroke” to reduce the 
role of federal government in domestic affairs con- 
tained two major elements. The first is a tradeoff: 
Washington would take over the state portion of 
Medicaid and in return food’stamps and the co”*- 

try’s major welfare program. Aid to Families with 
Dependent Children (AFDC). would become the 
states’ responsibility. The second portion would 
gradually hand over to states and localities some 124 
categorical grant programs in areas including urban 
mass transit, waste water treatment, low income 
energy assistance, vocational rehabilitation, black 
lung disease, migrant health clinics, and legal aid. 

A number of key assumptions seem to underlie the 
President’s New Federalism agenda. These include: 
(I) “grass roots” governments are best equipped to 
diagnose and deal with problems; (21 states are 
willing and able to assume greater responsibility for 
the administration and financing of social programs; 
(3) state and local officials will cooperate and colla- 
borate more closely than in the past and will be able 
to “get their acts together” in the near future; (4) 
the federal government has grown too large, influen- 
tial, and costly and its operations need to be over- 
hauled and streamlined: and (51 the appropriate roles 
of different levels of government can be identified 
and functions can be reassigned in a reasonably 
systematic manner. 

Questions relating to crucial issues such as mini- 
mum welfare standards, equity among states and 
among recipients, state management and fiscal 
capacities. and state-local relationships are yet 
unanswered. They are the subject of extensive con- 
sultation and debate among state and local officials, 
interest groups and others. 

Although the latest proposal has been criticized 
as a “diversionary tactic” and a “smokescreen” to 
draw attention away from serious economic difficul- 
ties, it has been generally acknowledged as a 
dramatic and innovative approach eschewing the 
traditional efforts to “tinker” with longstanding 
systemic problems and proposing major changes in 
our intergovernmental relationships and responsi- 
bilities. 

In his speech to the nation, President Reagan cited 
4 ACIR’s recent work which found that the federal 

government has become “more pervasive, more intru- 
sive, more unmanageable, more ineffective, more 
costly and above all more unaccountable.” As a 
result of that study, ACIR called for a major sorting 
out of the federal system, with Washington assuming 
responsibility for welfare and other income redistri- 
bution programs at the same time reducing sub- 
stantially the number of federal assistance programs 
through termination, consolidation, or devolution to 
state and local governments and the private sector. 

The proposals outlined in January are clearly the 
most dramatic elements of the President’s New Fed- 
eralism vision. And although they dominated the 
headlines and talk show debates throughout the 
early weeks of the new year. they should not corn- 
pletely overshadow what has already happened on 
the intergovernmental front during the first year 
of the Reagan Administration. For example. in 1981. 
federal aid to states and local government declined 
in “absolute” dollars for the first time in two 
decades.* In 1981, nine new block grants were en- 
acted, consolidating 77 categorical grants and 60 
grants were quietly eliminated in one of the most 
sweeping changes in the structure of the grant 
system since the enactment of General Revenue 
Sharing in 1972. And in 1981, the strength of work- 
ing partnerships between states and local government 
and governors and state legislators was put to the 
test as states began to take on additional responsi- 
bilities, once the domain of federal policymakers. 
generally without additional monies to help pay for 
them. 

These and related developments are analyzed in 
this issue of IntergovernmentaI Perspective, 
ACIR’s annual assessment of intergovernmental 
activity during the preceding year. As is customary, 
this assessment reflects the view of the ACIR staff, 
not the Commission. ACIR policy and recommenda- 
tions are of course noted throughout the articles; 
however, the product is that of staff and should not 
be construed as a formal Commission position. 

Although 1981 was probably one of the most 
significant years for intergovernmental relations in 
recent times, it may well be considered the beginning 
rather than the end of dramatic change. One way to 
put 1981 in perspective is to consider it as a threshold 
year for what may be more profound change yet to 
come-a first step toward what President Reagan 
hopes will be a major realignment and revitalization 
of our intergovernmental system. 

Carol S. Weissert 
Editor 



The First Ten Months: 
Grant-in-Aid, 
Regulatory, and 
Other Changes 

by David B. Walker, Albert J. Richter, 
and Cynthia Cates Colella 

In his inaugural address, President Reagan 
declared his intention “to curb the size and 
influence of the federal establishment and 
to demand recognition of the distinction 
between the powers granted to the federal 
government and those reserved to the states 
or to the people.“’ Thus far, in pursuing 
these goals in the intergovernmental 
sphere, the Administration has focused on 
cutting down the size and influence of 
federal grants-in-aid to states and local- 
ities and on federal regulatory activities 
affecting those governments. This article 
examines how the Reagan Administration 
and the 97th Congress have fared in their 
first ten months in accomplishing these twin 
objectives and in making management and 
other institutional changes affecting states 
and localities. It also highlights the past 
year’s trends in court decisions on issues 
relative to federalism. 

‘Weekly Compilation 01 Prestdential Documents, January 26, 1991. 

Changes in the Grant System 

One of the most dramatic and perhaps far reaching 
consequences of Reagan Federalism is the reduction in the 
size of the federal grant-in-aid system for the first time 
in the history of federal intergovernmental aids. The 
nature of that system may well be changing also, with 
greater responsibility for priority setting among categorical 
programs and for general administration shifted to state 
and local governments. The shift is particularly toward 
state government from Washington bureau heads via the 
consolidation of narrow categorical grants into broad, 
functional block grants. 

The Fiscal Dimension 

Table 1 highlights what has happened fiscally, based on 
OMB’s October 1981 figures. In the last years of the Carter 
Administration, despite Congress’ dropping the states from 
the General Revenue Sharing program (representing about 
$2 billion), total grants-in-aid continued their year-to-year 
increase (although in constant dollars they had reached 
their zenith in FY 1978). Thus, grant outlays rose from 
$91.5 billion in FY 1980 to a peak of $95.9 billion in FY 
1981. In FY 1982-when the initial impact of Reagan 
Administration policies will be felt-total grant outlays 
are estimated to drop to $86.8 billion, a decline of 9.5%. 
Projected outlays for the following two years indicate 
some stabilization -$87.7 billion for FY 1983 and $88.7 
billion for FY 1984. However, these projections are based 
on the continuation of programs already in existence, 
and Administration officials have indicated their intention 
to propose further policy changes along the lines of those 
that produced the reductions between 1981 and 1982. If 
those intentions are realized, total grants will be further 
reduced in FYs 1983 and 1984. Even should those reduc- 
tions not occur, the current projections of little or no 
increase in total grant dollars will translate into a real 
reduction, considering the impact of inflation. 

The 1982 reductions came about primarily through 
consolidations of 77 categoricals and two earlier block 
grants into nine blocks with a funding level substantially 
below that of the separate categoricals. Part of the ration- 
ale of switching to blocks was that by giving recipients 
greater flexibility and by loosening the red tape of cate- 
gorical grant administration, substantial savings would be 
realized. The Administration cited 25% as an achievable 
reduction. According to OMB, this is very close to what 
actually happened: FY 1981 estimated obligations for the 
77 superseded categorical programs totaled $8.2 billion, 
while the Administration’s September 1981 appropriations 
request for the nine blocks for FY 1982 totaled about $6.1 
billion, a decline of 25.3%. 

The Administration did not rely solely on the grant 
consolidation process to reduce the size of the grant system, 
however. It moved to terminate or withhold funding for 
grant programs other than those included in the blocking, 
mainly through the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act 
of 1981. In October 1981, OMB reported that some 62 
categorical programs funded in FY 1981 would not be 
funded in FY 1982 and therefore would be deleted from 
OMB’s Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance. The 
62 included the various grant programs administered by 
the Title V multistate regional commissions, two discre- 
tionary programs of the Secretary of HUD, the inter- 
governmental personnel grant program, and four programs 
of the Environmental Protection Agency. 

Table 1 also indicates the fiscal dimension of the 
Reagan Administration’s emphasis on block grants. In FY 



Table I 

Outlays for General Purpose, Broad-based, and Other Grants, 
FYS 1980, and 1981-1984 (Est.) 

(doilar amcmnk in millions) 

ACiUd ESI. Est. Est. 

1980 1981 1982 1983 

General Purpose 

General Revenue Sharing $ 6.629 $ 5.156 $ 4.010 5 4.033 

Other 1.764 1,762 1.912 2,311 

Subtotal (8.593) (6.918) (5.922) (6.344) 

Broad-based 

Block Grants 9,385 9,647 10.186 10.855 

Other 1.038 941 381 326 

Subtotal (10.423) (10.588) (10.567) (11.183l 

Other (categoricals) 72,446 76,383 70.285 70.183 

TOTAL $91,464 $95,889 $86.774 $87.710 

Percentages 

General Purpose 

General Revenue Sharing 7.5% 5.4% 4.6% 4.6% 

Other 1.9 1.6 2.2 2.6 

Subtotal (9.4) (7.21 (6.6) 17~21 

Broad-based 

Block Grants 10.3 IO.1 11.7 12.4 

Other 1.1 1.0 0.4 0.4 

Subtotal 111.4, (11.1, (12~1) 112.6) 

Other (categoric&) 79.2 61.7 81.1 80~0 

TOTAL 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

sou,ce: omce 0, Managemeni an* euiiqet, mants-i”~Alc f0 safes ano LoCallt,es~ Oclaber ,198, I “pdale~ ockeer 15. ,981 

ESI. 

1984 

$ 4,027 

2,436 

(6.463) 

11.162 

295 

ill.457) 

70.818 

$88,738 

4.5% 

2.8 

(7.3) 

12.6 

0.3 

(12.9) 

79.8 

100.0% 



Table 2 

Federal Grants-in-Aid Outlays, in Billions, By Function 
FYs 1980 (actual). and 1981 and 1982 (est.) 

Est. 1991 Est. 1982 

Function Actual Carter Reagan Carter Reagan 

1980 Jan. 1981 act. 1981 Jan. 1981 Oct. 1991 

estimale estimate budget estimate 

National Defense $ 0.1 $ 0.1 $ 0.1 $ 0.1 $ 0.1 

Energy 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.6 

Natural Resources and 

Environment 5.4 5.3 5.3 5.3 4.8 

Agriculture 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.6 0.6 

Commerce and Housing 

Credit 

Transportation 13.1 12.9 12.7 12.8 12.4 

Community and Regional 

Development 6.5 6.2 6.3 6.4 6.0 

Education, Training, 

Emptoyment, and 

Social Services 21.9 21.7 21.3 23.5 16.4 

Health 15.8 18.6 19.3 20.2 19.8 

Income Securily 18.5 21.8 22.0 22.9 20.5 

Veterans’ Benefits 

and Services 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 , 0.1 

Administration of 

Justice 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.2 

General Government 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 

General Purpose 

Fiscal Assistance 8.5 6.7 6.8 6.7 5.8 

Contingencies lor 

Entitlement Reform - 0.5 

TOTAL 91.5 95.3 95.9 99.8 86.8 

‘Less elan $50 rnilli0”~ 

source: Office 0, Management and Budget. “Gra”is-in-i\id 10 s,a,ez and ioCaiit,eS: ockwer ,198,) Update.” Ocfober 15. 1981. 



Major Features of Block Grants Created or Altered by 

1. N”mber Of programs 

superseded ,i’%“fifi& in 
OMB’s Catalog ot Federal 

DOmeSlic Assrsfance, 

NO 

8. Maimenance Of et,ori 
or non-supplant provision 

NO 



Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 (PL 97-35) 
Primary care 



Major Features of Block Grants Created or Altered by 
Preventire Health and 

Health secvifes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 



Omnibus 
Maternal and Child 
Health services 

Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 (PL 97-35) (Continued) 



Table 3 

Number of Categorical Grants Consolidated by Block Grants: 
Proposed by Administration, Enacted by Congress 



Elements of Block Grants 
APOf4SlfklAMfOCong~SS 

while the block gratits that emerged in the Omnibus 
Bud&et -cil&(ion Act of 1981 stemmed from the 
Admbiiitrstion’s p~opo~&, they bore the marks of having 
been worked out by B number of se&w&e committees 
in each chamber of Conkress. As a consequence, their basic 
features la&xi a degree of con&tency and standardiut- 
tia, AA effort was made to ~vew.ome these shortcomings 
tfir&h Title XVII of the Act, which sets forth require- 
ments generally applicable to the block grants. including 
diatril@on of funds, proposed use reports, public hear- 
Inca a transition provision, access to records by the Comp- 
troller General. and state auditing requirements. By its 

own definition. however, Title XVII does not apply to all 
the nine block grants and some months after enaetm+t 
there was still a question about which ones were rrffected, 

Out of his concern for the lack of consistency in the _ 
composition of block grants. Sen. David Durenberger (MN: 
undertook to explore the possibility of developing an 
agreed-upon set of block grant elements which could be 
used, at the least. to guide Congressional commi&es and 

i 

October at which representatives of public inkmat gmupg 
and nonprofit groups generally supported his p 
objectives. 
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will be exempt from the usual departmental grant 
administration requirements (found in OMB Circulars 
A-102 and A-87) . . . we are establishing a fiscal and 
administrative standard providing maximum discre- 
tion to the states and placing full reliance on state law 
and procedures. 

•i (On enforcement) The fundamental check on the 
state’s use of block grant funds is the state’s account- 
ability to its citizens, which is implemented by public 
disclosure within the state of information concerning 
use of the funds. Accordingly, when an issue arises as 
to whether a state has complied with its assurances 
and the statutory provisions, the Department will 
ordinarily defer to the state’s interpretation of its 
assurances and the statutory provisions.” 

Similarly, the HUD regulations implementing the new 
State Community Development Block Grant and the 
revised basic Community Development Block Grant em- 
phasize the federal government’s deference to state dis- 
cretion: 

These regulations maximize the legislative thrust to 
provide states sufficient flexibility in administering 
the program. . . In exercising his obligation and re- 
sponsibility to review a state’s performance, the Secre- 
tary will give maximum feasible deference to the state’s 
interpretation of the statutory requirements consistent 
with the Secretary’s obligation to enforce compliance 
with the manifest intent of Congress as declared in the 
statutory enactment.” 

The regulation makes it plain that the new approach 
applies to the original entitlement CDBG as well as to the 
new state block: 

A central and major change was the deletion of the 
application process for all grantees, entitlement and non- 
entitlement. This change derived from the intent of both 
the administration and Congress to deregulate a pro- 
gram in which federal regulatory intrusion had un- 
necessarily encumbered the process of receiving federal 
funds without a concomitant contribution to program 
quality.” 

Since the new Education block grant does not take 
effect until October 1, 1982, preparation of the regulations 
is still in process. 

Changes in the Regulatory Climate 

A major trend in intergovernmental relations in the past 
decade has been the expansion of the federal government’s 
role as regulator of state and local activities. Much of the 
growth stems from the multiplication of conditional 
grants-in-aid, but recently it has come increasingly from 
the federal government’s use of instruments with greater 
elements of compulsion: direct orders. requirements applied 
to grants across-the-board to further certain social and 
economic policies, fiscal sanctions applied to one program 
to influence policy in another (crossover sanctions), and 
preemption of state and local activities when they fail to 
measure up to federal standards. While states and localities 
can escape federal mandates attached to a specific grant- 
in-aid by refusing the particular grant, they can not avoid 
easily these other forms of regulation. 

State and local officials have expressed increasing con- 

‘Ibid., pp. 48583-48585. 
5Federal Register, November 20, 1981, p. 57256 

Elbid., p. 57257. 

tern about the growth of this type of federal regulation, 
complaining about mandated, unreimbursed costs and 
unreasonable intervention into their affairs. Consequently, 
they have a vital interest in the Reagan Administration’s 
plans for reducing the burden of regulation. 

The Reagan Approach 

The Administration’s program for shrinking the public 
sector and, more pertinently, for limiting “the intrusion of 
the federal government into our daily lives”7 has as its 
principal emphasis, “freeing the economy of the hidden tax 
of complying with federal rules and paperwork require- 
ments which do not contribute to the public welfare.“8 
While directed primarily toward regulation of private sec- 
tor activities, the program also seeks to lift the weight of 
regulation on state and local governments. 

Soon after taking office, President Reagan announced 
the creation of the Presidential Task Force on Regulatory 
Relief, chaired by Vice President Bush, and charged it with 
reviewing pending regulations for possible revision and 
proposing appropriate legislative remedies. Shortly there- 
after, the President temporarily froze the “midnight” 
regulations issued during the last days of the Carter 
Administration, and in February he promulgated Execu- 
tive Order 12291 on federal regulations. 

The order requires agencies-other than independent 
regulatory agencies-to compare costs to the benefits of all 
new and existing major rules and to pick the least expen- 
sive way of implementing the rules. Major rules are those 
which have an economic impact of $100 million or more, 
or cause a major increase in costs or prices or significant 
adverse effects on competition, employment, investment, 
or innovation. Under the direction of the Bush Task Force, 
the Director of the Office of Management and Budget is 
responsible for day-to-day administration of the regula- 
tion control process, including prescribing criteria for deter- 
mining whether a rule is major, ordering a rule to be 
treated as a major one, and reviewing agency compliance 
with the executive order. 

In Congressional testimony in April 1981, Chairman 
Murray L. Weidenbaum of the Council of Economic 
Advisers, a leading authority on the economic impact of 
federal regulations and a member of the Presidential Task 
Force, submitted a list of 34 specific actions designed to 
“either decrease directly the overhead costs of state and 
local governments or increase the discretion of state and 
local governments over regulatory matters with a state and 
local impact.” They were divided into three groups: regu- 
latory changes (five items), regulations postponed for 
further review (15 items), and existing regulations or 
regulatory programs targeted for review (14 items).g 

The Task Force solicited ideas for regulatory reform from 
nearly 100 organizations representing business, con- 
sumers, and state and local officials. The public officials 
suggested changes in nearly 500 regulations, including 
both conditions of aid and the more direct regulatory 
measures. By early fall 1981, the task force announced 52 
steps-including the 34 previously identified-to relax more 
than 1,200 regulations affecting states and cities. Among 
the most important actions here were: 

q Revised rules to permit local authorities more discre- 

‘Office of the Press Secretary, The White House, Fact Sheet: “President 
Reagan’s initiatives to Reduce Regulatory Burdens,” February 18. 1981. 

BIbid. 

%tatement by Murray L. Weidenbaum, Chairman, the President’s Council of 

Economic Advisers before the Senate Subcommittee on Housing and Urban 

Affairs of the Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, April 23, 1981. 



procedure. a power he might delegate to the Vice President 
or to the Director of the Budget. Presumably under this 
provision, the President or his delegate would have as 
much authority to review and comment on agencies’ 
regulatory activities as is permitted under the executive 
order. The President’s exercise of this authority would not 
be subject to judicial review. 

The proposed legislation also would (1) mandate a ten 
year “sunset” review of all major rules, and (2) require (as 
the executive order does) an annual agenda and calendar 01 
rules expected to be acted on in the next year. 

The Judiciary-Governmental Affairs conferees failed to 
reach consensus on several issues and agreed to bring them 
up on the floor. Included are the Governmental Affairs 
Committee’s opposition to instructing the courts to depart 
from the prevailing rule on agency legal interpretations. 
and its support for a provision requiring the President to 
observe time limitations in establishing compliance pro- 
cedures for rule-making by the independent regulatory 
agencies.’ 



Congressional Action 

Meanwhile, on Capitol Hill, Congress was not ignoring 
the regulatory field, reflecting at least in part its recogni- 
tion that, while a great deal of reform can be achieved 
through executive orders, appointments to key positions, 
and modification of enforcement policies, legislation is 
indispensable for certain improvements, such as making 
orders permanent and applying reforms governmentwide. 

The principal bills affecting regulatory reform in the 
97th Congress are Sen. Paul Lax,alt’s (NV) S. 1080 (the 
House companion is Rep. George Danielson’s (CA) HR 746) 
dealing with cost-benefit analysis, executive oversight, 
and sunset review of regulations; Sen. Dale Bumpers’ 
(AR) S. 67 on the courts’ authority to overturn regulations 
and permit outside participation in informal rule-making 
procedures: Rep. Elliott Levitas’ (GA) HR 1776, (its Senate 
companion is Sen. Harrison Schmitt’s (NM) S. 890) 
providing for Congressional veto of rules; and Sen. William 
Roth’s (DE) S. 1601, allowing agencies and affected parties 
to develop new regulations in private negotiations. 

The most comprehensive is S. 1080, the “Regulatory 
Reform Act.” It was voted out by the Judiciary Committee 
and referred to the Governmental Affairs Committee, 
which produced an amended version. In late November a 
consensus substitute amendment was agreed to by the two 
committees and is expected to be sent to the floor in early 
1982 (see box). 

The other three regulatory measures have seen little 
action. The provisions of Sen. Bumpers’ bill (S.67) on oral 
testimony and cross-examination of witnesses were re- 
flected in the consensus version of S. 1080, but the require- 
ment that the courts not accord any presumption in favor 
or against agency action, while in the consensus amend- 
ment, was not supported by the Governmental Affairs 
Committee. Sen. Roth’s bill (S. 1601) on private negotia- 
tions in rule-making was expected to be scheduled for 
hearings in early 1982 and it was anticipated that Rep. 
Levitas’ proposal for a. Congressional veto would be offered 
as an amendment in the coming floor debate on S. 1080. 

The legislative veto proposal probably represents the 
most direct effort by Congress to exercise control over rule- 
making on a day-to-day basis. It has been introduced in 
the past several Congresses. President Carter opposed it as 
an unconstitutional encroachment into executive author- 
ity. HR 1776 would allow either House 60 days to pass a 
resolution striking down a rule. The veto would become 
effective if the other chamber did not vote within 30 days 
to nullify it. The President’s signature would not be 
required. In contrast, a veto bill introduced in the Senate 
by Sen. Carl Levin (MI) (S. 344) provides for a veto by 
both houses and requires the President’s signature. 

Thus far, spokesmen for the Reagan Administration 
have indicated that they would accept Congressional 
vetos-without any Presidential role-for independent 
regulatory agencies that are not directly responsible to the 
President, but would insist on a Presidential voice in any 
Congressional move to veto regulations issued by executive 
branch agencies. 
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Other Executive, Legislative Developments 

The Administration and Congress took a number of other 
actions in 1981, that affected federal-state-local relations. 
Chief among the developments were the creation of the 
Presidential Advisory Committee on Federalism, possible 
changes in the A-95 project notification and review system, 
the application of cross-cutting requirements to new block 
grants, legislation to improve the administration of federal 

aid, and changes in Federal Regional Councils, substate 
regional councils, and multistate regional organizations. 

The Presidential Advisory Committee on Federalism 

One of President Reagan’s most visible steps toward a 
restructured federal system was the establishment of the 
Presidential Advisory Committee on Federalism. The 
Committee, chaired by Sen. Laxalt, consists of 51 members 
drawn from the White House staff, Cabinet members, 
Senators and Representatives, governors, state legislators, 
county commissioners, mayors, and private citizens. Its 
two major functions, according to Richard Williamson, 
assistant to the President for intergovernmental affairs 
and a member of the Committee, are: 

to give a “federalism spin” in the short term for a broad 
range of Reagan policy initiatives, and, in the long term, 
to develop “megacepts” or ideas for a basic restructuring 
of the federal system.‘+j 

The full committee has had one meeting and scheduled 
a series of meetings of subcommittees to address specific 
functional and other federalism issues. By late November 
1981, a principal point of concentration appeared to be the 
possible turnbacks of revenue sources to states and local- 
ities. Some state and local government members of the 
committee have been pushing, within the Committee and 
outside, for the Administration and the Committee to 
address the broader issue of sorting out and trading off 
functions between the national and state governments. 

Simultaneous with the creation of the Advisory Commit- 
tee, President Reagan set up the Coordinating Task Force 
on Federalism. Also chaired by Sen. Laxalt, the Task 
Force’s other members are five top White House aides, the 
Director of OMB, and five Cabinet members. It is charged 
with coordinating intergovernmental matters within the 
Administration. 

Regional Organizations 

Efforts of the Administration and Congress in 1981 to 
curtail the public sector and the federal role had particular 
impact on two unique types of intergovernmental institu- 
tions-substate regional councils and multistate regional 
organizations. In the past two decades especially, the 
federal government had done much to promote these 
organizations with financial aid and program support, to 
the point where, at the end of the 1970s the nation was 
virtually covered with both substate and multistate re- 
gional planning organizations with active planning pro- 
grams. Early in his Administration, however, President 
Reagan proposed to eliminate most of the federal supports 
for substate and multistate regional planning, to fold 
certain other federal programs into new block grants, and 
to cut the amount of funding for still others. 

Congress made a number of changes in block grant 
formats and provided somewhat more transitional funding 
than the President proposed, but most of his proposals 
with respect to substate regionalism were enacted. Except 
for some urban transportation planning and areawide 
aging funds as well as some transition funding from HUD 
and EDA, the federal government has withdrawn its 
financial support from the substate regional movement. 
Moreover, the Title V multistate regions have been abol- 
ished, Title II multistate river basin commissions have 
been terminated as federal entities, and the Appalachian 
Regional Commission’s fate beyond FY 1982 is in question. 

ISNeal R. Peirce, “New Panels to Move Quickly to Help Reagan ‘Unbend’ 

the Federal System,” National Journal, May 2, 1981, p. 785. 
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ment coordination of federal 
activities in the ten adminis- 
trative regions. Modified 
several times since then, the 
FRCs were restructured 
by President Reagan in July 
1981. Changes involve re- 
ducing from 17 to nine the 
departments and agencies 
represented on the councils 
by dropping, among others, 
the Department of Com- 
merce, the Office of Person- 
nel Management, the 
General Services Administra- 
tion, and the Small Business 
Administration. A notable 
change is functional: Each 

“SorrJ, but all ttry p ower’s beet1 turtled back to the states.” 

Drawing by Lorenz; Q 1981 The New Yorker Magazine, Inc. 

council is instructed to help 
in explaining to elected offi- 
cials, including state legisla- 
tors, special initiatives in 
the President’s federalism 
program dealing with reform 
of the federal aid system 
through block grants, 
devolution of federal pro- 
grams and functions, and 
reduction in the number and 
impact of federal regulations 
and administrative require- 
ments. 

governmental Cooperation Act of 1968) clearly require 
the President to provide regulations for the coordination 
of federal and federally assisted projects with one another 
and with plans prepared by state and local governments. 
If A-95 is repealed, there will be a need to assure such 
coordination by other, albeit simpler, arrangements, al- 
though it can be argued that through major cutbacks in 
the size and number of federal grants and through the 
development of a “habit” of interlocal and state-local 
information exchange during the A-95 years, the problem 
is more manageable than it was before. 

Like the councils under 
the Carter Administration. 
the FRCs are to be under the 

oversight and guidance of OMB but OMB is committing 
less manpower to do the job. 

It has been estimated that about 10% of the substate 
regional councils serving as A-95 clearinghouses will go out 
of business in 1982, as a result of federal budget cuts and 
that another 50% will suffer major financial hardships. It 
is unclear how this will affect the A-95 process. The states 
may make the notifications and perform the reviews in 
areas without regional clearinghouses and remaining 
areawide clearinghouses may continue to perform their 
duties despite reduced budgets. But it also is likely that 
less effort will be directed to the task. Almost certainly, the 
plans and policies upon which project reviews are based 
will receive less attention, but there will be pressure to find 
more efficient ways of effecting coordination. Increased 
state and local resources are likely to be needed in most 
regions to maintain even a slimmed down version of A-95 
activity. 

Federal Regional Councils 

18 
Federal regional councils (FRCs) were established by 

President Nixon in 1969, for interagency and intergovern- 

L 

Federal Assistance Improvement Act of 1981 (S. 807) 

In 1980, the Senate passed S. 878, “The Federal Assis- 
tance Reform Act of 1980,” aimed at reducing the com- 
plexity and fragmentation in the federal grant system. The 
bill included several provisions recommended over the 
years by ACIR including processes for grant consolidation 
and simplification of national policy requirements at- 
tached to aid programs, simplification of audit procedures, 
renewal and strengthening of the 1974 Joint Funding 
Simplification Act, and several miscellaneous provisions 
to improve information on aid availability and to permit 
greater regulatory flexibility for state and local govern- 
ments. The measure died with the 96th Congress when 
the house failed to act. 

In 1981, Sen. James Sasser (TN) introduced S. 45, a bill 
similar to the predecessor S. 878, and Sen. Roth introduced 
S. 807, “The Federal Assistance Improvement Act of 
1981.” The major difference between the two bills is that 
S. 807 places special time and other procedural constraints 
on Congressional consideration of Presidential proposals 
for grant consolidation. 

S. 807 received the endorsement of President Reagan 
and was voted out by the Governmental Affairs Committee 
in June with little or no opposition. Before going to the 
floor, however, the bill was referred to the Rules Commit- 
tee because the accelerated Congressional procedure would 
require a waiver of Senate rules. Opposition to the waiver 
requirement, as well as to the grant consolidation prin- 
ciple, in general, by teacher, social welfare and related 



organizations, resulted in the Rules Committee’s voting to 
strike the “fast track” language from the bill. As of the 
end of November this left in doubt the fate of the grant 
consolidation title and possibly the entire bill. 

In the House, two bills similar to S.807-HR 4465 (Rep. 
Harold Daub (NE) ), and HR 4643 (Rep. Clarence Brown 
(OH) ), and one similar to S. 45-HR 3680 (Rep. Wendell 
Bailey (MO) 1, were introduced. By late November, no 
action had been taken on either of these measures. 

A “New” Hoover Commission 

A measure to establish a Commission for More Effective 
Government, modeled after the Hoover commissions of the 
1940s and 195Os, passed the Senate in 1981. 

The bill, S. 10, would give the commission a charge to 
study the management, operation, and organization of the 
executive branch and independent federal regulatory 
agencies. 

The commission would be made up of 18 members, six 
appointed by the President, six by the Speaker of the 
House, and six by the President Pro Tern of the Senate. 

The View from the Judiciary 

Major shifts in public policy take time to create waves in 
the federal courts, so the impact on judicial decisions of the 
first year of the Reagan Administration and the 97th 
Congress was still largely a matter of conjecture. This did 
not mean, however, that actions of the courts during the 
year were without interest or significance for those 
concerned with federalism issues.. 

Overall, the Supreme Court tended to avoid Constitut- 
tional questions in its 1980-81 term. Hence, the year saw 
little advancement in Constitutional doctrine. In several 
important areas of the law, the Court’s decision produced 
a great deal of confusion among legal scholars and practi- 
tioners.17 This confusion extended to areas directly 
affecting the distribution of power in the federal system, 
including: 

0 Tenth Amendment challenges to Congressional uses 
of power; 

0 Grant law; 
0 Decisions under 41 U.S.C. Section 1983; 
0 Review of lower court institutional remedy cases; and 
0 State energy taxes. 

Tenth Amendment Challenges 

Since the mid-1930s, the states have been successful 
in only one major Tenth Amendment challenge to Con- 
gress’ Article I, Section 8 powers. That case, of course, was 
National League of Cities v. Usery.18 In NLC, a chal- 
lenge to Congressional use of the commerce power, the 
Court held that federal legislation oversteps its bounds 
where: (1) it regulates the “states as states;” (2) ad- 
dresses matters that are indisputably “attributes of state 
sovereignty;” and (3) directly impairs the ability of states 
“to structure integral operations in areas of traditional 
functions.” While liberal and conservative observers alike 
have criticized the reasoning which the Court employed 
to make its landmark decision, many were hopeful that 
future application of the three “tests” would significantly 

ITSee for example, Prof. Jesse H. Choper of the University of California at 

Berkeley on equal protection, Prof. Yale Kamisar of the University of Michigan 
on search and seizure, and Prof. Lawrence Tribe of Harvard University on the 

First Amendment and judicial deference, as well as “The Supreme Court Ra- 

view and Constitutional Law Symposium,” The United States Law Week, 50 

LW 2187 at 88, 89, and 90. September 29, 1981. 

I8426 U.S. 833 (1976). 

strengthen states’ rights in the federal system. Subsequent 
challenges to federal legislation based on the NLC criteria, 
however, have proven unsuccessful. And, 1980-81 was no 
exception. 

Thus, in Hodel v. Virginia Surface Mining and 
Reclamation Association,‘” the Court dismissed a Tenth 
Amendment challenge to the Surface Mining Control 
and Reclamation Act of 1977, a partial federal preemp- 
tion. The Court held that: 

If a state does not wish to submit a proposed permanent 
program that complies with the Act and implementing 
regulations, the full. . . burden [of regulating private 
mining activities] will be borne by the federal govern- 
ment. Thus, there can be no suggestion that the Act 
commandeers the legislative process of the states by 
directly compelling them to enact and enforce a federal 
regulatory program.“” 

The decision was significant, for once again it demon- 
strated the seeming futility of trying to apply the NLC 
criteria to partial preemptions. 

Perhaps even more significant was the Court’s refusal 
to review a lower court decision in the case of Los Angeles 
County v. Marshall.zl That case involved the 1976 
amendments to the unemployment insurance program- 
amendments extending coverage to all state and local 
employees. After over 40 years of participation in the 
program, the effect of the amendments was to offer a 
Hobson’s choice to the states: 

(1) to conform and tax themselves and their political 
subdivisions for the costs of unemployment benefits, or 
(2) to fail to conform and accept the utter demise of the 
states’ existing unemployment compensation program.Z2 

At first blush, these amendments appear not only to be 
coercive but, using the three NLC criteria, to constitute 
an infringement of the Tenth Amendment rights of the 
states. However, the Supreme Court’s denial of certiorari 
following a circuit court’s upholding of the amendments 
seemed to bear out a footnoted suggestion in the NLC 
decision itself that “different results might obtain if 
Congress seeks to affect integral operations of state govern- 
ments by exercising authority granted it under the other 
sections of the Constitution such as the Spending 
Power. . “23 Decisions such as L.A. County and Hodel 
have prompted legal scholar A. E. Dick Howard to lament 
that “NLC is an empty vessel waiting to be filled up.‘lz4 

Grant Law 

Though technically a tax case, the Los Angeles County 
decision raised questions concerning the voluntary nature 
of grants and Congress’ ability to circumvent commerce- 
related restrictions on regulating the states through its 
power to tax and spend for the general welfare and through 
enforcement of the Fourteenth Amendment. However, if 
the Supreme Court offered little solace to state govern- 
ments in L. A. County, it chastised Congress for its ten- 

I949 LW 4654 (June 15, 1981). 
ZOlbid at 4660. 

21631 F. 2d 767 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied, 101 S. Ct. 113 (1980), reh. denied 

(December 1, 1980). 

22Charles S. Rhyne. et al, Federal Grant Conditions, Semmar Workpaper 
prepared for the 1979 NIMLO Mid-year Seminar, Washington, DC, March 25-27. 

1979, p. 93. 
23426 U.S. 833 at 852, n. 17. By extension this includes the taxing power as 

is the case with unemployment insurance. 

24A. E. Dick Howard, Speech before the Federalism Conference sponsored 
by the Institute for Contemporary Studies, Washington, DC, September 9. 1981. 
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dency to impose vague and potentially costly conditions on 
grant recipients through its spending power. 

Hence, in Pennhurst State School and Hospital v. 
Halderman,‘L” a challenge to the so-called “Bill of 
Rights” contained in the Developmentally Disabled 
Assistance and Bill of Rights Act of 1975, the Court 
ruled that the “Bill of Rights” was too vague to constitute 
a condition of aid: “[I]f Congress .intends to impose a 
condition on a grant of federal moneys, it must do so 
unambiguously.“2fi 

Two additional statements made by the Court in Penn- 
hurst may (though not necessarily) have a profound effect 
on future judicial grant rulings. In the first, Justice 
Rehnquist warned that “Though Congress’ power to legis- 
late under the Spending Power is broad, it does not include 
surprising stat-s with post-acceptance or ‘retroactive’ 
conditions.“27 While it is unclear what would constitute 
a “retroactive” condition, it is at least conceivable that 
“[tlaken seriously, this approach ,would call into question 
basic features of the grant system such as enactment of 
new cross-cutting conditions which apply to existing 
programs.“2” 

Adding even more to the admonitory tone of the Court 
in Pennhurst was a footnoted suggestion that “[tlhere 
are limits on the power of Congress to impose conditions 
on the states pursuant to its Spending Power.“‘” 
Thereafter, among other cases, the majority cited NLC. 
Whether or not this may be taken as an intimation that 
the Court in the future, will be disposed to “fill up the 
empty NLC vessel” is impossible to tell-a footnote 
does not a strong precedent make. “Still,” according to 
George Brown, “Supreme Court footnotes are often 
harbingers of things to come; and this particular statement 
may force lower courts to take more seriously challenges 
to grant conditions based on state sovereignty grounds.““” 

Section 1983 

If the Supreme Court, in its 198081 term, treated the 
commerce power in a “business-as-usual” manner and 
vacillated at best on the spending power, it did appear 
resolute in refusing to further extend the reach of 42 U.S.C. 
Section 1983, an 1875 amendment to the Civil Rights Act 
of 1871 which was designed to enforce the Fourteenth 
Amendment.“’ Briefly, Section 1983 allows injured par- 
ties to sue persons acting under color of state law for 
deprivations of Constitutional rights. Originally known as 
the Ku Klux Klan Act and designed to protect the rights 
of southern blacks, since the 1960s the law has engendered 
a litigation explosion against state officials and municipali- 
ties which, many contend, threatens their budgets through 
costly and sometimes capricious damage suits. Particularly 
disturbing to states and localities were two 1979-80 
Supreme Court decisions, one of which treated municipali- 
ties as “persons,” but “persons” disallowed from using a 
“good faith” defense in court”’ and another which ex- 
tended the reach of Section 1983 beyond Constitutional 
deprivations to deprivations under federal statutes? 

L 
2549 LW 4363 (April 29, 1981). 
261bid at 4367. 

>‘lbid at 4369. 
28George D. Brown, “The Courts and Grant Reform: A Time for Action,” 

Intergovernmental Perspective, Vol. 7, No. 4. Fall 1981, p 8. 

2949 LW 4363 at 4367, n. 13. 

30E3rown, op. cit. 
31See Cynthia Cates Colella, “The Mandate. the Mayor, and the Menace of 

Liability,” Intergovernmental Perspective, Fall, 1981, p. 15. 

3ZOwen v. City of Independence, 455 U.S. 622 (1980). 
33Maine v. Thiboutot, 448 U.S. 1 (1980). 

Though these rulings still stand, the 1980-81 term showed 
a judicial unwillingness to further liberalize the law. 

Thus, both the Pennhurst case and Middlesex 
County Sewerage Authority v. National Sea Clam- 
mers Association,i” suggested that when federal statutes 
provide their own exclusive remedies for violations (for 
instance, termination of funds to a grantee), “they may 
suffice to demonstrate Congressional intent to preclude the 
remedy of suits under Section 1983.““” Since many grant 
programs do have exclusive remedies, the rulings could 
significantly limit Thiboutot-type suits. 

Of equal significance, on the Section 1983 front was the 
Court’s 6-3 decision in Newport v. Fact Concerts, Inc.,36 
in which it ruled that “a municipality is immune from 
punitive damages under Section 1983.““’ Although, 
according to preliminary estimates, 169 local jurisdictions 
across the nation remain liable, under pending cases, for 
approximately $4.2 billion in Section 1983 compensatory 
damages claims, the Court’s decision offered considerable 
relief for 38 localities previously facing over $1 billion 
in punitive damages.:‘8 

Although this article deals primarily with the Court’s 
1980-81 term, an extremely notable Section 1983 decision 
has already been reached in the current (1981-82) term. 
The opinion signals a continuation and furtherance of last 
year’s trend toward more conservative interpretations 
under the loo-year old civil rights act. 

In Fair Assessment In Real Estate Association v. 
McNary,“” the Court weighed Section 1983 against the 
principle of comity and found that comity “bars taxpayers’ 
damages actions brought in federal courts under 42 U.S.C. 
Section 1983 to redress the allegedly unconstitutional 
administration of a state tax system.“40 The decision is 
immediately important for, in effect, what the Court did 
was to renounce its jurisdiction over a major class of 
potential suits under Section 1983-namely those claims 
involving questions of state and local taxation. While the 
judgment against the petitioners was unanimous, the 
opinion was only narrowly reached. Thus, the four-justice 
concurrence, written by Justice Brennan, was in strong 
disagreement with the route taken by the Rehnquist-led 
majority, calling its decisive weighing of comity and re- 
nunciation of jurisdiction, “unprecedented.“41 

Institutional Remedies 

A fourth major area of intergovernmental concern is the 
use of federal judicial equity powers at the lower court 
level to control the daily administrative operations and 
budgets of state and local institutions. In the past, such 
institutional remedies focused largely on schools, but in- 
creasingly the trend has shifted toward correctional insti- 
tutions and facilities for the mentally ill and retarded. 
Overall, in this area, the Burger Court has offered little 
direction to the lower courts. Thus, while 

there are Burger Court opinions-notably those of 
Justices Rehnquist and Powell-that reflect a federal- 

34Slip Opinion, Docket No. 80-396 (June 26. 1981) 
35lbid at p. 17. 

36Slip Opmron. Docket No. 80.396 (June 26. 1981). 
371bid at p. 11. 

38Brief Amicus Curiae of the National Institute of Municipal Law Officers in 

Support of Petitioners, City of Newport, et al, in the Supreme Court of the United 
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%lip Opinion, Docket No. 80-427 (December 1. 1981). 
4olbid at 1. 
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ism-based concern about permittmg tederal courts to 
displace state and local control of their own institutions 

. . when one looks at the Burger Court’s record overall, 
it is hard to conclude that there has been much signifi- 
cant curbing of the use by lower federal courts of their 
equity powers vis-a-vis the states and localities.4z 

Aside from Pennhurst, in which the Court ruled on 
statutory rather than Constitutional grounds, the most 
significant institutional case to come before the Supreme 
Court in its 1980-81 term was Rhodes v. Chapman,43 a 
suit alleging that double-celling at the Southern Ohio 
Correctional Facility (SOCF) constituted cruel and un- 
usual punishment under the Eighth and Fourteenth 
Amendments. Unfortunately, the facts in Rhodes will 
probably keep the case from being considered a real 
advancement in Constitutional doctrine, for double-celling 
notwithstanding, SOCF, in the opinions of both the 
Supreme Court and the district court, is a model institu- 
tion. Hence, the Supreme Court ruled that double-celling 
in that facility was not unconstitutional and therefore was 
able to avoid the whole question of remedies in institutions 
which clearly violate the Constitution.44 

Despite the ruling of Constitutionality, Justice Powell’s 
opinion did appear to warn the lower courts about excessive 
intrusiveness in state and local institutions: 

When conditions of confinement amount to cruel and 
unusual punishment, “federal courts will discharge 
their duty to protect Constitutional rights.” In dis- 
charging this oversight responsibility, however, courts 
cannot assume that state legislatures and prison officials 
are insensitive to the requirements of the Constitution 
or to the perplexing sociological problems of how best to 
achieve the goals of the penal function in the criminal 
justice system. . . .45 

State Energy Taxes 

Finally, although they are commerce power-related, two 
cases involving the taxation by energy rich states of their 
energy resources deserve special mention. One involved 
Louisiana’s so-called “first-use” tax on natural gas; the 
other, Montana’s severance tax on coal. The first was held 
to violate both the Supremacy Clause and the Commerce 
Clause, while thesecond was held not to breach the 
Constitution on either ground. 

Maryland v. Louisiana46 involved a Louisiana state 
tax imposed on pipeline companies. The tax itself was 
rather complicated and fell on the first use of any natural 
gas brought into Louisiana which was not previously 
subject to taxation by another state or the United States. 
It primarily affected gas produced in the federal Outer 
Continental Shelf (OCS), subsequently piped into Louisi- 
ana for processing, and thereafter sold almost entirely to 
out-of-state customers. 

12A. E. Dick Howard, “Judicial Federalism: The States and the Supreme 

Court,” paper prepared for presentation at the Federalism Conference spon- 
sored by the Institute for Contemporary Studies, Washington, DC, September 
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In the Court’s 7-l opinion.47 the Louisiana tax ran 
afoul on two major counts. First, under the U.S. Natural 
Gas Act, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
(FERC) is charged with determining pipeline and producer 
costs and allocating the various costs among producers, 
processors, and consumers. However, Section 1303C of 
the Louisiana tax act mandated that the tax be borne by 
the consumers of natural gas. Plaintiffs48-the State of 
Maryland, several other states, the United States, the 
FERC, and a number of pipeline companies-argued that 
the Louisiana law conflicted with federal law and was 
therefore in violation of the Supremacy Clause, a conten- 
tion with which the Court agreed ruling that, “the Louisi- 
ana statute is inconsistent with the federal scheme and 
must give way.“4g 

Second, the Louisiana tax and other state laws provided 
for Louisiana consumers both exemptions from and credits 
for the tax which were not uniformly applied to out-of- 
state consumers. Again, the Court was unequivocal, hold- 
ing that, “The first-use tax is unconstitutional under the 
Commerce Clause . . . [because it] impermissibly dis- 
criminates against interstate commerce in favor of local 
interests. . . .“50 

The Court came to completely different conclusions one 
month later in the case of Commonwealth Edison v. 
Montana.51 The controversy involved the coal-rich state 
of Montana and its imposition of a severance tax on coal 
mined in the state, including that mined on federal lands. 
As much as 90% of Montana’s coal is shipped to other 
states. Appellants-a number of Montana coal producers 
and their out of state customers-claimed, as in the 
Louisiana case, that the Montana tax was in violation 
of both the Supremacy and Commerce Clauses. The 
Supreme Court disagreed with the producers and utilities 
on both counts. 

First, unlike the Louisiana tax, the Montana tax is 
figured at the same rate no matter what its destination. 
Thus, despite the fact that most of the coal goes to out-of- 
state customers, the Court declared that “the tax burden 
is borne according to the amount of coal consumed, not 
according to any distinction between in-state and out-of- 
state consumers . . . [and therefore] does not violate the 
Commerce Clause.“52 

Second, the Court examined the tax to determine if it 
was in violation of the Supremacy Clause. On this point, 
too, it ruled for Montana. After weighing the state’s 
statute against both the Mineral Lands Leasing Act of 
1920 and national energy policies generally, the six man 
majority found that the tax was neither inconsistent 
with the federal statute nor did it frustrate federal policy. 

Given the very different conclusions reached in the 
Louisiana and Montana cases and the compelling nature 
of the issue involved, the Supreme Court will have ample 
opportunity in the future to reexamine interstate conflicts 
on severance taxes and other energy issues. In fact, it has 
agreed to consider in its 1981-82 term, a case pitting oil 
companies against the Jicarilla Apache tribe, as well as 
two cases in which Rhode Island and Massachusetts are 
contesting New Hampshire’s hydroelectric policy. The 

“Justice Powell did not participate in the consideration or disposition of the 

case. 

“The case was brought under the original jurisdiction of the Supreme 
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“battle” between the energy-poor and the energy-rich 
states is far from over. 

Highlights: The First Ten Months 

After only ten months, any assessment of the work of the 
Reagan Administration and the 97th Congress must be 
tentative. With this caveat, thus far it clearly appears that 
the Administration has had a profound influence on the 
direction of American federalism. In pursuit of the 
President’s goal of curbing the size and influence of the 
federal government and establishing a clearer separation 
between the powers of the national and state governments, 
Reagan Federalism has altered the size and nature of 
grants-in-aid and the regulation of state and local activi- 
ties. It has had other consequences for intergovernmental 
relations as well. 

On grants-in-aid: 

0 While the upward trend of grants-in-aid, adjusted for 
inflation, reached its peak in FY 1978, the climb in 
nominal dollars continued uninterrupted through FY 
1981. The first year of the Reagan Administration will 
see a sharp reversal of that trend: a drop of 9.5% in 
nominal dollars. The drop stems from merging 77 
categorical grants into block grants, termination of 
some 60 additional categoricals, and funding cutbacks 
in many others. 

Cl The conversion to nine new or modified block grants 
and the Administration’s record to date in implement- 
ing the enacted legislation represents a real devolution 
of power and responsibility from the federal govern- 
ment to the states. This is despite the fact that, as 
enacted by Congress, the blocks do not grant as much 
flexibility to the states as the Administration originally 
had proposed. 

c7 In terms of state-local relations, the move to blocks has 
strengthened the role of the states, particularly vis-a- 
vis counties, school districts, small cities and rural 
communities, and nonprofit organizations. Medium 
and large sized cities were less affected since they 
generally were involved in a direct federal-local 
relationship in few of the categoricals replaced by the 
blocks. The state role was made no stronger relative to 
localities, because Congress assured localities an 
opportunity to be heard on the allocation of block 
grant monies that formerly were distributed as direct 
federal-local categoricals. 

OThe Administration’s intentions with respect to 
General Revenue Sharing are not clear at this point. 
During the election campaign the President said he 
would not disturb GRS. He indicated a possible change 
of mind when looking for places to make further budget 
reductions in September 1981, but the threatened cut 
was protested vigorously by state and local officials. 

Whatever the President’s inclinations, he will have to 
persuade Congress, which well may have other ideas. 

On regulation of state and local governments: 

Cl As part of its overall effort to curtail federal regulation, 
the Administration has made inroads toward reducing 
the regulatory burden on states and localities through 
the Task Force on Regulatory Relief, cost-benefit 
analysis, and alteration of enforcement policy. States 
and localities have benefited from changed approaches 
in such regulatory areas as bilingual education and ac- 
cess of the handicapped to mass transportation facili- 

22 ties. Yet, no package of reform legislative proposals has 

been developed. 
0 Congress is intent on giving legislative sanction to 

cutting back on regulations, but executive-legislative 
tensions assure some differences in approach from that 
of the Administration. These differences are apparent 
on the issues of Congressional veto of agency regula- 
tions and legislation instructing the courts to cease the 
policy of resolving doubts in favor of regulatory 
agencies. 

On other intergovernmental fronts: 

OThe eventual value of the Presidental Advisory Com- 
mittee on Federalism as a forum for furthering the 
President’s goal of devolving authority to states and 
localities is still unpredictable. Developing a consensus 
on turning back functions and revenue sources to the 
states may be a fruitful field for constructive action 
by the group. 
q The Administration supports S. 807, the “Federal 

Assistance Improvement Act,” for its authorization for 
the President to consolidate programs and other mea- 
sures for improved grants management. On the other 
hand, there is some doubt about the Administration’s 
backing for the A-95 evaluation and review process, 
which was established in response to a Congressional 
mandate to improve coordination of delivery of services 
under federal and federally assisted programs. 

0 There seems little doubt about the Administration’s 
intention in regard to the federal government’s past 
encouragement of the development and growth of sub- 
state regional and multistate regional organizations. 
Its initiation of actions to stop the funding of these 
mechanisms or of federal aid programs that supported 
them indirectly is a serious blow to the continued 
viability and growth of these intergovernmental bodies. 

Whether the trends in federalism established in the first 
ten months of the Reagan Administration will continue 
or abate depends of course on a multitude of factors, such 
as the state of the economy and international affairs: 
future budget decisions; how block grants actually work 
out in practice in their effects on the delivery of services 
and federal/state/local shifts in political power; and the 
degree to which actions already set in motion generate 
legal challenges and how the courts decide them. Perhaps 
as much as anything, the long run outcome of these trends 
will depend on how avidly the President pursues his ulti- 
mate goal of transferring to the states not only responsi- 
bility for programs, but also the tax sources for financing 
them, and how vigorously the governors, state legislators, 
and local officials mount a counterthrust reflecting their 
deep convictions of the necessity for sorting out functions 
by level of government. 

The true significance for federalism of the first ten 
months may well have been captured by the observer who 
said that the first year “is more likely to be the beginning 
than the ending of change.“i:i 

53Jule M. Sugarman, “State Reaction to Changes in Human Services Pro- 

grams,” paper presented at the National Issues Seminar on “Block Grants: The 

Continuing Evolution of American Federalism. ” October 28, 1981, The Brook- 

ings Institution. Washington, DC, p. 4. 

David B. Walker is ACIR’s Assistant Director for Govern. 
ment Structures and Functions: Albert Richter and Cyn. 
thia Colella are senior analyst and analyst in that section. 
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1981 was clearly a year when intergovern- 
mental finance moved from bit player to 
star billing in the theater of national public 
policy. In Washington, the Congress and the 
Administration focused their attention not 
just on Poland, and the Golan Heights, but 
also on the need to make far-reaching 
changes to strengthen defense and to hasten 
economic recovery. In this latter context, 
major tax and expenditure cutbacks were 
enacted with federal aid programs to state- 
local governments particularly hard hit. At 
the same time, there was the continuation 
of the slow retreat of state-local spending 
that started several years previously. That, 
too, was part of the intergovernmental pic- 
ture in .1981, as governments at all levels 
applied the fiscal brakes to domestic 
spending (Chart 1). 

The Great Slowdown In State-Local Spending 

Events in 1981 provided new evidence of the continued 
contraction of the state-local sector. Again in 1981, state- 
local spending declined as a percentage of gross national 
product (GNP) and federal aid also dropped as a percent- 
age of state-local revenue from own sources (Table 1). 
In relative terms, the state-local sector is becoming both 
somewhat leaner and less dependent on federal aid. Be- 
tween 197581, total state-local spending (including federal 
aid received) has declined slowly from about 15% to 13% of 
GNP. Conservative values-efficiency, accountability, and 
fiscal discipline-are now exerting increasing influence in 
state-local tax and expenditure policies in this time of 
economic and fiscal austerity. 

This recent contraction stands in sharp contrast to the 
long post-World War II period marked by rapid growth in 
state-local spending in general and in federal aid in partic- 
ular. Between 1949 and 1975, the state-local sector grew at 
almost twice the rate of the economy, rising from about 
8’;; of GNP to 15% during this 25year period. The growing 
state-local reliance on federal aid was also clearly evident, 
increasing from 12% in 1949, to 35% of own source revenue 
by 1978 (Table 1). 

The 1949-75 expansion era was characterized by both the 
presence of fairly easy access to additional resources and 
liberal concern about meeting “unmet social needs.” The 
spirit of those times was best reflected in John Kenneth 
Galbraith’s Affluent Society that made the case for 
diverting more resources into an “undernourished” 
domestic public sector, and in the Johnson Administra- 
tion’s War on Poverty. 

The current five to seven year declining trend in state- 
local spending also stands in sharp contrast to the fairly 
dramatic and more recent rise in federal spending. The out- 
lays of the federal government have increased from 21.4%. 
of GNP for the calendar year 1978, to an estimated 23.4% 
for the calendar year 1981-the highest percentage for any 
peacetime year in United States history (Table 1). The 
sharp increases in defense spending, social security, and 
interest payments on the debt are primarily responsible for 
this rather dramatic development. 

What caused this turnaround on the state-local 
front? The quick answer is the state-local tax revolt and 
federal aid cutbacks. A more precise but complex answer- 
set forth later in this article-points up that an array of 
factors composed of external shocks and underlying social 
changes had begun to push the pendulum to the right well 
before the new administration took office. 

Is this great slowdown in state-local spending 
likely to continue? Again, the quick answer is yes. The 
golden era of federal aid expansion appears to be over and 
state officials seared by memories of the tax revolt are 
likely to be very selective in raising taxes to fill the void 
created by federal aid cutbacks. Several factors responsible 
for the earlier state-local expansion are apt to be con- 
spicuous by their absence for at least the next several 
years, but some new ones, such as infrastructure replace- 
ment, are emerging. 

What are the implications of this great slowdown in 
state-local spending and federal aid flows for our 
federal system? Two developments appear fairly certain. 
First, an era of scarce resources will sharpen the debate 
over which level of government should finance what-a 
pressing issue for our mishmash system of federalism. 
Second, no matter how the debate turns out, federal aid is 
likely to decline as a percentage of state-local own 
source revenue. 



Table 7 

Government Expenditures’ as a Percentage of Gross National Product, Selected Years, 1949-81 

Exhibit: 

Federal Aid 

Federal State and Local as Percentage 01 

Total Expenditure Expenditure State and Local 

Calendar Public tnctuding Excluding tnctuding Excluding Revenues From 

Year sector Federal Aid Federal Aid Federal Aid Federal Aid Own source 

1949 23.0% 16.00’” 15.2% 7.8% 6 .9 ?‘o 1 2 .2 %I 

1954 26.4 19.0 18.2 a.2 7.5 10.7 

1959 26.8 18.7 17.2 9.6 a.2 17.0 

1964 27.6 18.5 16.9 10.7 9.1 17~9 

1969 30.4 20.0 17.8 12.6 10.4 20.6 

1974 32.1 20.9 17.6 14.3 11.2 27~3 

1975 34.5 23.0 19.5 15.0 11.4 30.7 

1976 33.5 22.4 18.8 14.7 11.1 32.1 

1977 32.5 22.0 18.5 14.0 10.5 33.3 

1978 31.6 21.4 17.8 13.9 10.3 34.9 

1979 31.2 21.1 17.8 13.5 10.2 33.0 

1980 33.1 22.9 19.6 13.5 10.1 33.0 

1981 Est. 33.4 23.4 20.4 13.0 10.0 29.9 
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Congress, it was carved up mto mdividual segments subject 
to the jurisdiction of the various appropriation committees 
and the segments were never put together again in the 
course of Congressional action. The 1974 Act established 
standing budget committees in both houses which were 
given the responsibility of developing and enforcing a 
target budget total by May 15 of each year and the final 
budget total by September 15. The bill also contained a 
little-noticed provision which gave authority to the 
budget committees to request the individual authorizing 
committees to make substantive changes in order to 
“reconcile” estimated spending levels with budget targets. 

The new Reagan Administration made maximum use 
of these reconciliation procedures to realize its budget and 
program objectives. Because the cuts in spending which the 
new Administration contemplated were so drastic, changes 
in authorizing laws needed to be made. The Administra- 
tion sidestepped the lengthy two-step authorizing and 
appropriating process by having the Budget Committees 
include in the first concurrent resolution, instructions to 
the authorizing committees to reduce existing programs in 
authorization language as well as in funding. The Omni- 
bus Reconciliation Act of 1981, passed in July, made 
substantive changes in over 250 existing laws, ranging from 
changes in program administration and client eligibility 
to reduced spending levels. The Act also merged 77 smaller 
categorical grants programs into nine block grants in 
pursuit of the Administration’s objective of simplifying the 
federal aid programs and giving states more discretion in 
their administration. 

The extraordinary fiscal discipline exercised by the 
House and Senate Budget Committees during the early 
stages of the Congressional consideration of the 1982 
Budget enabled the Administration to make severe cuts in 
the 1982 budget proposed by the Carter Administration. 
Because both houses of Congress were required to consider 
and vote upon the omnibus reconciliation bill as a whole, 
interest groups and Congressional supporters found it 
more difficult than at any previous time to protect their 
particular constituent interests. 

Fiscal Prognosis: Continued Austerity 

Fiscal pressures at the federal level and the legacy of the 
tax revolt at the state-local level will serve as powerful 
constraints on state and local governments. 

Continued Stress at the Federal Level 

At the present time, the federal tax system cannot 
generate sufficient revenue to cover Uncle Sam’s expendi- 
ture commitments without the help of deficit financing. It 
will take one of the following unlikely developments to 
reduce the stress: 

0 a dramatic lessening of international tensions, thereby 
permitting a major reduction in federal defense 
outlays; 

0 a rapid and long-sustained economic recovery, with 
negligible inflation and modest interest rates, that 
would both generate substantial additional revenues 
and outlays, especially for income maintenance pro- 
grams; 

0 a major increase in federal revenue yields either by 
deferring both the scheduled income tax reductions and 
indexation or by the imposition of a major new tax 
such as a value added tax; or 

26 

Cl renewed public acceptance of massive deficit financing. 

Federal fiscal tensions may ease slowly because of mar- 

ginal improvements on the expenditure, revenue, and 
deficit fronts. The Administration may decide to slow 
down the rapid growth of defense outlays; the revenue pic- 
ture could improve modestly with slow economic recovery 
and with certain “revenue enhancement” actions and, 
most importantly, federal policymakers can postpone and, 
indeed already have postponed, promises to balance the 
budget by a date certain, replaced by a goal of steady 
progress toward a balanced budget. 

Federal Aid-Most Vulnerable to Cutbacks 

Aid to state and local governments is the low man on the 
federal fiscal totem pole. This explains why in 1981, 
funds going to state and local governments took the 
sharpest cut. The Administration had constantly empha- 
sized that its program calls for substantial increases in 
real dollar terms for defense programs and that funds for 
social security and that other benefits for the truly needy 
would be protected. Interest on the public debt is, of 
course, fixed or growing in response to increased deficits or 
rising interest rates. The relatively fixed character of these 
segments of the budget cause the remainder of the domestic 
programs to be subject to proportionately greater stress. 
To sum up, federal aid is especially vulnerable because it 
consists of funds given to other governments; in times of 
cutback, charity begins at home. Congress feels that out- 
cries caused by the cuts are more likely to be directed at 
state-local governments than at Congress. 

States-Fiscally Conservative 

There is no evidence that states will raise taxes suffi- 
ciently to fill the void left by the sharp cutbacks in federal 
aid, although many states are increasing taxes somewhat. 
Governors and state legislators have felt the heat of the tax 
revolt of the 1970s. in the form of restrictive actions rang- 
ing from relatively mild full disclosure requirements to 
draconian Proposition 13-type remedies. These fiscal con- 
straints of the 1970s will not be swept aside easily. 

In addition, many states are not in a position to under- 
take new spending for social programs, even if their citizens 
endorsed such moves. The big spenders of the past, such as 
New York and other northeastern and midwestern states, 
are pursuing very conservative tax policies in order to 
improve their competitive business climate. In the southern 
and western states, which are in a better economic posi- 
tion, both governors and their citizens have generally 
exhibited a conservative taste when it came to ordering and 
paying for public goods and services. Although some states 
are enjoying the plentiful revenues which severance taxes 
on oil or coal provide, most of them are acutely conscious 
that their wealth will last only as long as their oil reserves 
hold out. They have little enthusiasm for increasing cur- 
rent spending and, in many cases, are accumulating 
“rainy day” reserves. Only Alaska is showing a dramatic 
increase in expenditures. 

Intergovernmental Prognosis: Less Federal Influence 

Fiscal austerity will both stimulate a sharp debate about 
federalism-who should do what-and change the contours 
of the intergovernmental fiscal landscape. 

Federalism: The Great Debate 

The cutback in federal funds and the tax revolt at the 
state level have prompted renewed attention to the goals 
and nature of federalism in general and the need for a 
thorough overhaul of the federal aid system in particular. 
Increasingly, federal dollars and accompanying dictates 
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fiscal development is likely-there will be a progressive gives the states increased freedom and greater responsi- 
reduction in federal support to state and local govern- bility to manage their own affairs and those of their 
ments. political subdivisions. 

As noted earlier, the period between 1954 and 1976, saw 
federal aid to states and local governments grow at a faster 
rate than any other major component of the state-local 
system. In addition, the stimulative effect of these grants 
was far greater than suggested by the dollar amounts. 
Equipped with matching ratios and expenditure main- 
tenance requirements, many of the older federal grant 
programs were designed to increase state and local spend- 
ing and to change their budgetary priorities. 

Federal aid is estimated to drop to 25.7% of state-local 
own source revenues in fiscal 1982, and will probably fall 
well below 20% in the not-too-distant future (Chart 3). 
The quantitative decline in the federal fiscal presence is 
accompanied by an insistent state-local demand for a 
commensurate reduction in federal aid strings. Moreover, 
these demands certainly find a receptive audience in the 
Reagan Administration. 

Fortunately, over the past 20 years, the states have 
strengthened their revenue systems immensely. In 1960, 
34 states made use of general sales taxes; by 1981, 45 
states did. In 1960, 31 states drew revenue from personal 
income taxes, while in 1981, 40 states did. In 1981, there 
were 36 states which made use of both sales and personal 
income taxes and only two which used neither. For exam- 
ple, most states which choose not to impose an income tax 
are able to rely on powerful alternative revenue sources: 
severance taxes for Texas and Wyoming and sales taxes 
on tourist trade for Florida and Nevada. 

In short, no matter what form the reform-block grants, 
tax turnbacks, or program sort-outs-the federal govern- 
ment will certainly play a diminished role in recent and 
current grant-in-aid areas of domestic government, 
whether it relates to dollars or mandates. 

Now, although states are restrained in raising taxes, 
the automatic growth of the two powerful revenue pro- 
ducers-income and sales taxes-should enable most of 
them as the economy improves to gradually replace the 
lost resources due to federal aid cuts. It should also be 
noted that states no longer face the continuous pressures 
for increased expenditures for education because school 
enrollments are no longer rising sharply. 

A Bigger Role for States 

Cutbacks in grant-in-aid programs and the trend toward 
block grants instead of a multitude of narrow categorical 
grants have pushed the states into assuming a more impor- 
tant role on the intergovernmental scene. Not only are the 
states compelled to be less dependent upon Washington for 
financing, but the transfer of a number of categorical 
programs to block grants and the Administration’s efforts 
to relax federal mandates and release federal “strings” 

As the states assume the enhanced role promoted by the 
current Administration, cities and other local governments 
will pay less attention to Washington and more to their 
state capitals. Although the federal aid cutbacks are 
painful for both donor and recipient governments, they 
may promote a leaner and more rational aid system, which 
should prove more responsive to the citizens it serves. 

Political Prognosis: No Consansus 

There are two sharply opposing interpretations of just 
what fiscal austerity means for America over the next 
several years. While labels are sometimes demeaning and 
often deceiving, major thrusts of current public opinion 
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can be explained in considerable measure through contrast- 
ing conservative and liberal viewpoints. 

The Liberal View 
Because of their equity concerns, most spokesmen for 

liberal causes take a rather dim view of what lies ahead. 
They argue that in our society only a rising domestic public 
sector tide helps the poor. When the domestic public sector 
reaches high tide and then begins to recede they predict 
that the ships of the poor and the disadvantaged will be 
the first to crash against the rocks of fiscal austerity. 

The New Federalism proposals create another problem 
for many liberals who claim that middle and upper income 
taxpayers generally have more influence at the local and 
state levels than do the various underprivileged groups. In 
contrast, representatives of minorities, central cities, and 
social welfare groups still have fairly strong influence at 
the federal level. Thus, they argue that any major shift of 
resources and responsibilities from the federal government 
to the states should be opposed on the grounds that it 
would work to the disadvantage of the disadvantaged- 
especially the poor people living in poor central cities. 

The difficulties in making shifts of responsibilities be- 
tween levels of government have been intensified by the 
fact that there appears to be no real political consensus as 
to which level of government should perform which func- 
tions. Although the Reagan Administration has frequently 
announced its intention of returning both functions and 
resources to lower levels of government, public opinion is 
yet unformed on the issue. The most recent ACIR survey 
of public opinion (September 19811 asked from which of a 
series of enumerated functions should the federal govern- 
ment withdraw. The responses indicated that there was at 
that time no coalescing public support for complete public 
withdrawal from any specific program now partially 
funded by the federal government. If a commanding con- 
stituency is needed for achieving the sorting out objective, 
it will have to be molded from the general beliefs of many 
that the federal government has grown too big. 

The Conservative View 

Because of their efficiency and private market concerns, 
conservatives view the great slowdown in state-local spend- 
ing as a most welcome development that was long overdue. 
They argue that the domestic public sector has steadily 
gained weight for decades and that it now will have to stop 
gaining and hopefully slim down a little. They are encour- 
aged by the fact that first local governments, then state 
governments, and finally the federal aid programs have 
been put on more restrictive diets. 

They argue that this leaner revenue diet will not do 
serious harm to the health of state and local governments 
or their constituencies. On the contrary, they predict that, 
as a result of the taxpayers’ revolt and now the New 
Federalism, state and local governments will soon become 
more trim and less dependent on Washington than they 
have been for years. This, in turn, should make states and 
localities more accountable, innovative, and efficient pro- 
viders of public services. They point out that the far- 
reaching civil rights and reapportionment reforms of recent 
years should allay fears of those who are concerned about 
the equitable treatment of the poor and the minority 
groups at the state and local levels. Finally, they contend 
that the federal government can best improve the fortunes 
of poor people and poor cities by restoring the nation to 
economic health. 

The “Do It Yourself” Era 

In retrospect, students of American fiscal federalism may 
well point to 1981 as the beginning of the “do it yourself” 
era of intergovernmental relations-a period to be marked 
by major and sustained constraints on federal fiscal re- 
sources with consequent reduction in federal ability to aid 
and direct state and local governments. To put the issue 
more directly, the federal government is now badly over- 
extended. It can no longer finance an effortless expansion 
of domestic programs and still honor the Reagan Adminis- 
tration’s commitments: to strengthen national defense and 
to stimulate a sluggish economy with major tax cuts. 

The combined impact of substantial increases in defense 
outlays, major cuts in the federal income tax, and resulting 
large deficits forced the Congress to place federal aid 
programs on the chopping block. This action came at a 
time when state and local governments had limited ability 
to raise their own taxes-the legacy of the recent tax revolt. 

The budgetary and political implications for states and 
localities appear fairly clear: until fairly recently most of 
them were doing more with more; for the next several years 
most are likely to do less with less. Where states and 
localities were relying increasingly on federal financial 
support, they will now be relying increasingly on their own 
revenue raising efforts. Fiscal austerity and budgetary 
cutbacks at the federal level are forcing inexorably a 
growing decentralization of our intergovernmental system. 

Susannah Calkins is a senior analyst in ACIR’s Taxation 
and Finance section. John Shannon is Assistant Director 
for Taxation and Finance. 
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“Rebalanced 
Federalism:” 
The States’ Role and 
Response 

by Jean Lawson and 
Carl W. Stenberg 

American federalism has taken on a new 
look for the 1980s. The changes are occur- 
ring, in part, as a result of actions by the 
Reagan Administration to decentralize, 
deregulate, and devolve the intergovern- 
mental grant-in-aid system. They also are 
due to conditions of fiscal stress affecting 
all levels of government, including: reduc- 
tions in the amount of federal aid to states 
and localities; inflation, high interest rates, 
and increased unemployment caused by a 
sluggish national economy; and tax lids and 
spending limits enacted by the states in 
response to the taxpayers’ revolt that began 
in 1978, with the passage of Proposition 13 
in California. 

This article examines the fiscal condition of the states 
and localities, the role of the states as intergovernmental 
middlemen under the New Federalism, and the changes 
that are occurring both in state-local and state executive- 
legislative relationships as a result of the fiscal crunch and 
the shift away from categoricals to block grants. 

Doing More With Less 

During 1981, President Reagan’s New Federalism in- 
volved a three-fold effort: 

•I returning more program responsibility and discretion 
to the states by consolidating many of the narrow 
categorical grants into block grants with funds 
appropriated for broad, functionally related activities; 

0 turning back revenue sources to help fund the pro- 
grams being picked up by the states; and, 

Oreducing the number and cost of federal regulations 
imposed upon states and localities. 

The reduction in federal aid, an undeclared plank in the 
New Federalism platform, was a significant conditioner 
of the response to these initiatives by state and local offi- 
cials. Sometimes it overshadowed the other aspects of New 
Federalism, especially the block grants. 

Early in 1981. the President proposed consolidating 
about 85 categorical programs into seven block grants with 
a 25% reduction in total funding. The Omnibus Budget 
Reconciliation Act of 1981, enacted by Congress in late 
summer, provided for consolidating 77 categoricals and two 
earlier block grants into nine new or altered block grant 
programs. Funding levels for most of the converted cate- 
goricals were reduced and some 62 unblocked programs 
were eliminated. The block grant provisions target the 
states as primary grant recipients and decisionmakers. 
Whereas many of the superseded categoricals had involved 
a federal-local relationship, all nine of the new programs 
are directed to the states. The states have wide latitude in 
allocation decisions; only two of the block grants carry 
passthrough guarantees for the benefit of local govern- 
ments, although three others require earmarkings that 
help protect local funding for at least a limited period. 
Decentralization under the New Federalism means that 
states have more discretion in spending the federal funds 
they receive and that they have greater program responsi- 
bility, but the budget cuts mean that there are fewer 
federal dollars available and greater uncertainty as to 
who will receive them and how they will be used. 

The President has labeled the block grants as an inter- 
mediate step in the process of returning to state govern- 
ments both responsibility for certain program areas and 
the revenue sources to help them perform these functions. 
This shift would eliminate the need for the people’s money 
to make the trip to Washington and return to the states 
with “carrying charges.” President Reagan told delegates 
to the National League of Cities (NLC) convention in 
March 1981, that his Administration’s aim is “to recapture 
the bounty of vigor and optimism deTocqueville found in 
American cities” by “re-establishing the proper relation- 
ship between the federal, state and local governments. The 
block grant program in our package is the first step. . . . 
It is something we, in the years ahead, can build upon.” 

Although the reaction to the Administration’s federalism 
proposals has been mixed-more positive in the beginning, 
less so when the extent of the budget cuts became known- 
on balance it has been favorable. Over the preceding few 
years the ACIR and other groups repeatedly had called 
attention to the need for grant system reform and for 



greater prudence by the Congress and federal agencies in 
extending the national government’s role into new areas 
of domestic affairs. The National Governors’ Association 
(NGA), the National Conference of State Legislatures 
(NCSL), and NLC endorsed the idea of grant consolida- 
tion, but their feelings about the budget cuts were mixed. 
The governors felt they could absorb a 10 to 15% reduction 
without cutting back on essential services if they were 
allowed to set their own program priorities. State legisla- 
tive leaders agreed that the added flexibility of block 
grants would cushion the impact of cuts. The U.S. Confer- 
ence of Mayors (USCM) and NLC, along with other local- 
oriented organizations, however, were far more pessimistic 
about how the states would handle their new role. Mayor 
Richard Hatcher of Gary, IN, then president of USCM, 
pointed out that his group intended to draw a line between 
“real block grants and deep budget cuts dressed up to look 
like block grants and sent to state capitals where we’ll 
have to go through another layer of bureaucracy to find 
them.” 

As Congress acquiesced in nearly all the President’s 
requests for cuts in intergovernmental aid and it became 
apparent that the cuts would be far deeper than 10 or 15X, 
uneasiness began replacing the initial optimism at the 
state level. In early November, Vermont Gov. Richard 
Snelling, NGA Chairman and an early and vocal supporter 
of New Federalism, told a joint meeting of the House and 
Senate Subcommittees on Intergovernmental Relations 
that “. . . as state and local officials everywhere contem- 
plate the deep funding cuts and limited flexibility in the 
current block grants, they ponder how fa.r the block grant 
approach to federal funding is worth pursuing.“’ He 
reminded the members that state and local aid had ab- 
sorbed nearly 33Y0 of the federal cuts even though such aid 
made up only about 15% of the federal budget. 

The Spotlight Turns to the States 

States Respond to Block Grants 

The federal budget cuts and the creation of nine new or 
revised block grants have combined to put the states in the 
spotlight for much of 1981. Issues of block grant implemen- 
tation during the initial transition phase have generated 
nationwide interest. The states’ responses are being studied 
by task forces within the federal agencies, OMB, and the 
major public interest groups. 

The swiftness with which the block grant proposals 
moved through Congress, coupled with wide variations 
among the states in their ability to cope with budget and 
program management changes, were major obstacles to a 
smooth transition. While much of the administrative 
machinery was already in place for the federal-state cate- 
gorical programs that were merged, first-year flexibility 
under the new block grants was limited. All but four states 
were operating on a July-to-June fiscal year, rather than 
the federal budget cycle of October 1 to September 30; 
tax rates had been set; the governors had already made 
their budget recommendations for FY 1982; and, in many 
instances, the legislatures had completed their sessions 
and adjourned sine die. 

In spite of these constraints, nearly all the states had 
begun preparations to deal with the shift away from 
categoricals before the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation 
Act was passed. Only California, New Hampshire, and 
____ 

‘Testimony of The Honorable Richard A. Snelling Before the SubcommIttees 
on Intergovernmental Relations’ Committee on Governmental Affairs, November 

5. 1981. p. A 14. 

New York did not assume responsibility for some or all of 
the block grants that became effective with the beginning 
of the federal fiscal year. 

The table on page 32 outlines the actions taken by both 
governors and state legislatures in response to the block 
grants. Some of the states have established permanent, 
long-range processes and procedures. Others are concentra- 
ting on the short-run transition period, hoping to buy time 
before making final decisions. Basically, while the states 
have approached the challenges of implementation in a 
number of ways, certain patterns have emerged across the 
country. A two-step process involving an extensive infor- 
mation gathering/dissemination effort and the use of 
collected data to set priorities is the general rule. A special 
group, usually designated by the governor or by the 
affected agencies themselves, holds public hearings, makes 
formal recommendations to the chief executive on where 
adjustments might be made and on how the programs 
could be administered most efficiently, and serves as a 
liaison between the governor, the legislature, and local 
government representatives. This group helps develop 
plans for special sessions of the legislature and makes 
recommendations on legislative changes. It is also note- 
worthy that: 

0 Most states have established special task forces or 
commissions usually composed of the heads of the 
agencies most affected by program changes, the state’s 
chief financial officer, the legislative leadership, and 
representatives from local governments and interest 
groups. 

0 Thirty states are using lead groups, either alone or in 
conjunction with task forces, to coordinate the work 
on block grant implementation. 

0 At least seven states-Alabama, Florida, North 
Carolina, Tennessee, Vermont, Virginia, and West 
Virginia-have held convocations, hearings, or work- 
shops that dealt primarily with block grants and 
budget cuts. 

0 By the end of the year, six states had called special 
legislative sessions, and some others had dealt with 
block grant issues when their legislatures reconvened 
after summer vacations. 

The (Fiscal) State of the States 

The events that made federalism a talked-about issue in 
1981-the election of Ronald Reagan and the Administra- 
tion’s proposals to revamp federalism while balancing the 
federal budget-were the culmination of trends that had 
begun several years before as the electorate became more 
disillusioned with all government and more reluctant to 
pay higher taxes or approve greater indebtedness in order 
to finance activities in the public sector. After rising 
dramatically through the 1960s and 1970s federal aid (in 
“constant” dollars) to states and localities peaked in 1978, 
and then began a slow but steady decline over the next 
three years. Spurred by the $2.3 billion loss of state 
General Revenue Sharing, aid to states and localities 
dipped sharply in FY 1982, as state-local spending also 
continued to fall. This decrease in the amount of federal 
aid has reversed a 30-year trend by changing the state-local 
sector from a fast-growth to a slow- or no-growth industry. 

While these federal budget cuts have grabbed most of the 
headlines during 1981, they “pale by comparison with the 
cuts already going on across the country in states and 
localities,” according to a Washington Post article in 
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early May.2 Caught between taxpayers’ restiveness, rising 
interest rates, and high levels of inflation and unemploy- 
ment, many states have had little choice but to cut back 
their budgets and bring their tax structures into line with 
citizen demands and expectations. 

Between 1977 and 1980, largely in response to real or 
imagined after-effects of Proposition 13 fever, 36 states 
reduced their personal income tax rates, 22 cut sales taxes, 
and nine indexed their income taxes to protect citizens 
from “bracket creep” due to rising inflation. Today, a 
number of these states are suffering revenue shortfalls and 
are having to add rather than subtract taxes. Particularly 
targeted in 1981, were gasoline and various “sin” taxes 
such as on liquor and tobacco. 

According to a survey conducted by NGA and the 
National Association of State Budget Officers (NASBO), 
the states, as a group, will be spending more than they 
take in during FY 1982, for the third consecutive year. 
Their aggregate general fund reserves will drop to a level 
sufficient to finance only four days of operations. This 
balance is expected to be less than 2% of expenditures or 
about $2.3 billion by the end of FY 1981, down from 9% 
or $11.3 billion at the end of FY 1980.3 Wide variations 
do exist among the states, however, with those dependent 
upon the automobile and housing industries showing signs 
of considerable fiscal strain, while energy-rich states that 
receive substantial revenues from severance taxes have 
been building large balances. For most of the states, how- 
ever, the figures are overly optimistic, since they were 
compiled before the effects of the federal budget cuts and 
tax changes could be gauged. They are useful, however, as 
a measure of the states’ fiscal health before the advent of 
the New Federalism. Clearly, many were already in serious 
fiscal trouble and their problems have been exacerbated- 
primarily by the continuance of serious inflation and 
unemployment and secondarily by the federal budget cuts. 
For example, a spot survey conducted by NGA in the fall of 
1981, shows how the fiscal health of some states has 
deteriorated: 

0 In California, the governor issued an executive order 
reducing state agency budgets by 2% and delaying 
construction payments in order to reduce spending by 
$460 million. 

I7 Indiana agencies cut costs by 10% with further cuts 
expected before the end of FY 1982. A $120 million 
emergency fund was used to alleviate cash-flow 
problems. 

0 The governor of Michigan issued an executive order 
to cut spending by $270 million to cover an expected 
deficit. The state had a negative cash-flow balance of 
$600 million and used its short-term borrowing power 
to alleviate the problem. 

0 In Washington, a revenue shortfall of $655 million is 
expected for the biennium. All state agencies have been 
required to cut spending by 10.1% and tax increases 
may be necessary to avoid even deeper cuts from state 
programs. 

0 Wisconsin’s governor cut state spending&by 8% across- 
the-board. The state is using short-term borrowing to 
alleviate its $150 million negative cash-flow balance.4 

*“State Governments Facing Financial Crunch: Slack Economy, Tax Revolt 
Cited,” The Washington Post, May 10, 1981, p. A 1. 

3Fiscal Survey of the States 1980-1991, National Governors’ Association and 

National Association of State Budget Officers, pp. 6-7. 
4Bulletin, National Governors’ Association. October 16. 1981. 

All states except Vermont are required by their constitu- 
tions to balance their budgets, and they are having diffi- 
culty in meeting that responsibility. Fortunately for state 
and local governments, however, tax-cut fever seems to 
be cooling. Voters in Massachusetts approved Proposition 
2X in November 1980, but other major tax limitation 
initiatives lost that year in both Oregon and Michigan. 
Tax-cut or spending-limit proposals also were defeated in 
Arizona, Nebraska, Nevada, Ohio, South Dakota, and 
Utah. Voters may have decided that, realistically, reduc- 
tions in services and increases in taxes may well go hand- 
in-hand. For example, Gov. Al Quie of Minnesota, who 
came into office pledging to cut taxes and protect taxpayers 
against “bracket creep” through income tax indexation, 
found himself in May facing $400 million in proposed new 
taxes and possible repeal of indexation. The box on page 34 
describes this state’s experience in performing its precarious 
balancing act. 

State highway funding is another good example of state 
fiscal problems. The cents-per-gallon nature of most states’ 
gasoline tax, coupled with reduced gasoline consumption, 
has produced fewer dollars for state highways. Meanwhile, 
inflation has driven up the cost of both maintenance and 
construction and the need for more money has put addi- 
tional strain on the general revenue funds of many states. 
Some have had to make supplemental appropriations from 
general revenue to keep their highway departments solvent. 
Others, where certain functions such as the state police 
are paid jointly by general revenue and highway funds, 
find that reduced funding in one area puts tremendous 
pressure on the other. In addition, high interest rates and 
voter disapproval have combined to keep many states out 
of the bond markets. For example, voters in West Virginia 
turned down a $750 million revenue bond amendment in 
November 1981. This defeat was noteworthy because it 
marked the first time in that state’s history that voters had 
failed to ratify any road bond amendment appearing on 
the ballot. West Virginia has found that it must turn 
down some federal highway grant money, for it cannot 
meet the matching requirements. For that state, it has 
become a choice between completing highways already 
under construction or using available money to repair 
roads already built. In either case, the state must generate 
more revenue for the highway fund through increases in 
gasoline taxes or it must make supplemental appropria- 
tions from general revenue to cover the deficit. 

Other trends for the states in the 198Os, are not fully 
developed in some areas, but certain patterns are dis- 
cernible in others. Clearly the states’ “middlemen” posi- 
tion in the federal system is growing as are the vertical and 
horizontal pressures that are being placed on state deci- 
sionmakers. State governments are being forced to raise 
taxes as well as cut levels of services, and this politically 
undesirable combination may well generate friction 
between the executive and legislative branches over poli- 
cies, priorities, and programs. Balanced budgets require 
tradeoffs among vital services: education versus highways, 
social services versus capital improvements, general aid 
versus categorical programs. Budgeting is becoming even 
more of a zero-sum game where money channeled into 
one program will result in a like reduction in another 
program. States are under mounting pressure from local 
officials and interest groups to make decisions equitably 
and to fill holes in social “safety net” programs created by 
cutbacks at the federal level. While they have more au- 
thority over their own programs, there is not nearly enough 
money to satisfy all competing demands. And their actions 



relief. 
Although the state’s economy had lonr bee” considered 

highly stable. the new jobs added to it during the 1970s. 
in manufacturing and construction proved extremely 
vulnerable to economic downturns. Also hard hit by a 
nationwide economic slump were the state‘s mining and 
wood products industries. While the agricultural sector had 
take” up the slack in Minnesota’s economy at other times, 
it, too. was lagging. 

When budget cuts of $195 million were needed in mid- 
1980, Gov. Quie made them unilaterally, making most of 
the reductions in state aid to education. Another $500 
million shortfall loomed at the end of the fiscal year in 
June 1981. though. The legislature took steps to balance 

The fiscal uncertainty is taking its toll 011 local govern- 
ments as well. since three out of four dollars collected bl~ 
the state are returned to cities. counties. and school dis- 
tricts. Already local aid payments for November and 
December have bee” withheld. Local officials are er-peciallq 
concerned that failure to receive a legislative guarantee 
that the payments are forthcoming will leave them with 
deficits for the year. Such deficits could damage their 
bond ratings. a development that would mirror the state’s 
difficulties. Standard & Poor‘s, the bond rating agency 
that last summer lowered Minnesota’s rating. announced 
in December that ratings for the state‘s securities might be 
subject to yet another change. 

-Robert Yeargin 



The States’ Capacity and Urban 

Policy: Cautious Optimism 

State government. once described as “the weak sister” 
in the federal system. has transformed itself into a modern 
and capable unit of government. 

The evidence for such an assertion is found in numerous 
constitutional and administrative reforms. One can point 
to dramatic contrasts between prevalent state institutional 
patterns of 1960 and 1980: 

q Fifteen states in 1960. still saddled their governors with 
two-year terms. as against only four [in 19801. and 
16 prohibited their chief executives from succeeding 
themselves. compared to five in 1980. 

0 While two decades ago 31 legislatures operated prim 
marily on a biennial session basis. [in 19801 only 14 
functioned in this fashion and these frequently were 
called into special session in the second year. 

OStanding committee structures were a proliferating 
phenomenon in 1960, with the median combined figure 
for both houses standing at 48. but Lin 19801 three- 
fifths of the state senates had 20 standing committees 
or less. 

While state governments, indeed, have made substantial 
:ains toward improving their capacity, uncertainty re- 
ruins over how states will perform when their responsibili- 
.ies are increased as the result of a reduced federal role. 
loch concerns are particularly acute when considering the 
states’ historical performance in urban policy. Perhaps, the 
;tates‘ greatest programmatic failure in the last 20 wars 
vi11 become their most significant test in the next decade: 
xoviding adequate assistance to urban and distressed 
zommunities. 

A reason for new concern over state aid to distressed 
:ommunities is that the Reagan Administration, strong 
relievers in the state governments‘ improved capacity. has 
ktternpted to replace the federal-local link with a new 
,tate-local partnership. President Reagan’s philosophy is 
encapsulated in his “Principles of Federalism.” Item 
lumber eight reads: “substitute, when appropriate, 
tate government for the federal government in dealings 
vith local government.” As such, the small cities non- 
‘ntitlement portion of the Community Development Block 
;rant iCDBG) has been reoriented away from a locally run 
o a state-administered program. At the same time. federal 
urban policies are being cut back: in job training. rent 
ubsidy policy, and economic development. Federal bud- 
‘etary and programmatic actions will challenge state 
bolicymakers to either begin new urban initiatives or leave 
he void created by federal program cuts. 

The direction state governments choose may evolve 
argely from their existing urban policy capacity. In the 
wthcoming report, The States and Distressed Com- 
munities: The 1981 Report, ACIR attempted to measure 
he level at which states are currently assisting their 
.istressed communities. The study reviews the progress 
tates are making in housing, economic development. corn- 
nunity development, fiscal reform, and local self-help 
programs. “Distressed communities” are defined as any 
reas (various types of general units of local government 
n&ding rural, urban. and suburban places) which are 
eclining or in need in relation to other areas of the state. 
Within the five program areas. 19 activities were identified 

as significant indicators of state community assistance 
performance by state and local experts who responded to 
surveys conducted in 1979 and 1980. The survey findings 
revealed a consensus as to the most important actions that 
states might take. 

In general. the ACIK research indicates that only a 
small number of the 50 states have made extensive use of 
the full range of powers and tools at their disposal. Only 
one state-~lassachusetts-has adopted 15 of the 19 prop 
grams. Four states-California. Connecticut, Michigan, 
and Pennsylvania-have enacted 12 to 14 of the targeted 
aids. Nine states have nine to 11 of the programs: 27 states. 
five to eight: and nine states have one to four. In recounts 
ing these numbers. it should be emphasized that they ins 
elude only those programs which are targeted according to 
the criteria which were developed for the ACIR report. 

States. for obvious reasons, have been particularly slox 
in establishing urban programs in policy areas where there 
has been a traditional federal presence. For instance. 
states may have to respond quickly to fill voids left by 
federal budget cuts in the CETA and Section 8 rent subsidy 
prog~ans. Currently. only three states have job training 
programs exclusive of federal funding, while eight states 
have multifamily housing programs independent of federal 
Section 8 monies. 

Nevertheless. the ACIR data also suggest that those 
states with major urban populations or established urban 
strategies have created and maintained programs to assist 
distressed communities. For example. there is a high 
correlation between the extent of urbanization within a 
state and the adoption of the 19 programs. Conversely. 
those states with a largely rural population tend to have 
the least number of targeted programs. While the percent- 
age of urban population within a state does not totally 
explain the adoption of targeted programs--other political 
and historical factors undoubtedly exert an influence--a 
relationship between urbanization and targeted state-local 
assistance nonetheless seems to be present. Of ten state? 
that have adopted ten or more of the 19 programs. the 
median percentage of urban population is 801’;. based 
on 1980 census data. In the 17 states which have adopted 
five or less of the 19 programs. the median percentage of 
urban population is a much lower figure. 54’;. On the other 
hand, 11 states whose resident population is more than 
70% urban have adopted only five to nine of the program 
indicators. States with predominantly urban political 
constituencies, because they tend to have a greater need 
for targeted programs. have been among the leaders in 
adopting aid for distressed communities. 

Similarly, states which have adopted comprehensive 
urban strategies also tend to have enacted many of the pro- 
grams in the 19 indicator areas. For example. of the eight 
state strategies described in the ACIR study. California. 
Connecticut, Florida, Massachusetts. Michigan, and 
Pennsylvania have policies in ten to 15 indicator areas. 
while Oregon offers eight of the tarreted aids. Only North 
Carolina lags behind with programs in four indicator 
areas. 

Therefore, while states prepare to test their capacity for 
handling block grants and other programs which Qadition- 
ally have been a federal responsibility. there is some cause 
for optimism in the urban policy area. While on an aggre- 
gate level. the ACIR study demonstrates that the states’ 
role in urban policy is largely unfulfilled. a closer examina- 
tion indicates that in those states where significant needs 
exist urban programs have been established. 



Three Cities Apply the “Bootstrap” 

Approach to Recovery 

For three cities whose past financial troubles have put 
them in the national spotlight, last year’s federal budget 
cuts pose yet another stumbling block on the road to fiscal 
stability. While recent reports have emphasized the prog- 
ress of New York. Cleveland. and Detroit in handling their 
economic and financial hardships. how the cities will 
overcome this latest hurdle is not yet known; undoubtedly 
their responses will vary. 

No one doubts that the cities’ strides in dealing with 
their problems-both those that have been thrust upon 
them and those of their own making--are real: 

ONew York City, which weathered its fiscal crisis in 
1975. last year balanced its budget according to gen- 
erally accepted accounting principles for the first time 
in more than a decade. a year ahead of the schedule 
mandated by the state-established Financial Control 
Board. 

q Cleveland voters approved a city income tax increase 
last February. the second since the city defaulted on 
short-term notes in 1978. and the city’s budget director 
is projecting a $4 million surplus for the current fiscal 
year. 

0 In Detroit, voters boosted the local income tax last 
June, and public workers have foregone pay raises to 
keep the Motor City. dependent on the stricken auto 
industry, rolling. 

The budget cuts will make it more difficult for the three 
cities to hold their own from here on. though. New York 
City expects to sustain losses of about $700 million, of 
which $177 million supported public service employment 
under the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act 
(CETA). Also lost will be federal dollars for AFDC. 
Medicaid, mass transit. highways, and wastewater treat- 
ment facilities. In Cleveland, officials must plan around a 
$3&million hole left by the cutbacks to achieve the 
balanced budget required by the city’s state-established 
fiscal commission. CETA salaries accounted for approri- 
mately $18 million of the total loss. Public service employ- 
ment cuts put Detroit in a hind as well. When city officials 

decided to put 1.800 CETA workers on the city payroll 
because their work was essential. the result was to add $36 
million to a deficit for the last fiscal year that at one point 
reached a projected $200 million. 

The reduct,ions in federal aid that the cities have 
absorbed are modest compared to their total budgets: $15 
billion in New York, $1.5 billion in Detroit, and $550 mil- 
lion in Cleveland. Yet balancing these budgets has required 
both skill and luck under the best of circumstances recent- 
ly. And when a city is flirting with a deficit, a few million 
dollars make a difference. as Detroit’s experience with lost 
CETA funds illustrates. A major difficulty is that both 
Detroit and New York depend on state and federal help for 
as many as 40’; of the dollars they spend each year. And 
funds that are available one year may not be the next. In 
fiscal 1980. for example. Detroit supplemented its own tax 
revenues of $870 million with $620 million in state and 
federal aid. Of that total. CETA funds. General Revenue 
Sharing. and countercyclical aid accounted for approxi- 
mately $170 million, while community development block 
grants and urban development action grants provided 
another $100 million. Gone now is countercyclical aid. 
which helped cities weather economic downturns in the 
1970s. while CETA, community development block grants, 
and urban development action grants have all been scaled 
down in varying demees by the Reagan Administration. 

Between federal cutbacks and adverse economic condi- 
tions. local leaders will not be able to depend on state aid. 
either. In Michigan. for example, observers note that the 
state government is in even worse financial straits than 
Detroit. State revenue sharing has been among the pro- 
grams trimmed as continually slipping revenue projections 
have forced a series of budget cuts aver the last year. The 
fiscal year that began last October has already seen state 
spending reduced by $270 million, and another quarter- 
million-dollar cut is projected for the spring of 1982. 

More than ever, then, cities such as Detroit, New York, 
and Cleveland will be thrown back on their own resourct?s. 
But long-term trends and short-term reverses in the econ- 
omy are sapping local resources. While Detroit’s business 
community has played an active role in helpinn rebuild the 
city, the ever-deepening slump in car sales is taking its toll 
on the auto manufacturers. The Ford Motor Company‘s 
plan to occupy a large portion of the expanded Renaissance 
Center. for example, has fallen victim to losses of $2 billion 
over the past 21 months. And the company is reported 
willing to sell all or part of its 65% interest in the main 
complex. 



Even a revival in auto sales. though, is unlikely to re- 
verse the trends of the last 30 years. Detroit has been losing 
population for three decades and, for much of that time. 
manufacturing jobs as well. Providing almost half of the 
area’s employment in 1960, manufacturing accounted for 
less than a third two decades later. Contributing to that 
slide in the future will be the auto industry’s shift to small- 
er cars. which will not require as many workers to 
assemble. 

Many of the forces at work in Detroit may be found in 
Cleveland as well. Now with 576.000 citizens. the city lost 
almost a third of its population between 1970 and 1980. 
During the same period. about 20<% of its manufacturing 
jobs were lost and the property tax base dropped 37<% in 
real dollars after being adjusted for inflation. 

As befits the nation’s largest city, the case of New York 
is more complex. To a meat extent. its economy has made 
a transition from manufacturing to one that is largely 
service-based. Service-related employment now accounts 
for 40’% of the city’s work force. up from 25% two decades 
ago. while manufacturing jobs have slipped from a quarter 
to l5i; of the total. The loss of 600.000 jobs between 1969 
and 1975. included many in manufacturing. and more than 
half of the 110,000 jobs that have been created in the past 
three years have been in the service and finance areas. such 
as banking. advertising. consulting. law. and data process- 
inr. 

This transformation has served New York well at a time 
when recession has hit manufacturing centers particularly 
hard. The city’s employment picture has remained 
healthy, and inflation has provided windfall receipts from 
sales, income, and business taxes. This extra income-and 
more generated by rapidly rising property values in 
Manhattan-enabled the city to balance its budget a year 
earlier than required. Reduced state income taxes have also 
stimulated the city’s economy. helping to stem the outflow 
of private sector jobs. 

This picture of relative fiscal health is misleading, 
however. because the city’s economy generates only 60:1 
of the funding New York needs. Most of the rest must be 
obtained from Albany or Washington. But state and fed- 
eral governments, facing their own financial difficulties 
this year, certainly will not he able to give New York City 
all its wants or needs. What city officials cannot get in 
long-term intergovernmental assistance, then. they will 
seek out in “one-shot” revenues that help balance the 
budget. such as $100 million the city received from Wash- 
ington last year to purchase land for the Westway highway 

project. Budget officials, who have been criticized in the 
past for forecasting revenues too conservatively, say that 
because the economy has slowed, the city should not 
expect revenues beyond those projected this year. For the 
longer run, there are fears of a $1 billion shortfall in fiscal 
1983. 

In a sense. the three cities exemplify the “era of limits” 
that has arrived for local governments across the country. 
Cleveland and New York. working out their fiscal salva- 
tion under state supervision. have illustrated the hard 
lesson that cities, like individuals. must live within their 
means or suffer the consequences. Elected officials and 
voters alike have responded to the cities’ financial crises 
by taking steps that were not feasible before. In New York. 
approximately 75.000 municipal jobs, a quarter of the 
total, were eliminated from the payroll. The process 
claimed 20ir of the police force, 19,000 teachers. and 2,000 
of the city‘s 2.500 street sweepers. Cleveland had to default 
in 1978. before voters would increase the municipal income 
tax. which at 1% was among the lowest in Ohio. They 
balked at another hike-from 1.5’:; to 211-i” November 
1980. before finally accepting that one last February. But 
a new atmosphere, illustrated by $“OO million in new con- 
struction downtown, has replaced the open antagonism 
between city hall and the business community that led up 
to the city’s default. 

Detroit. on the other hand, is demonstrating how strong 
political leadership can keep a city from sliding into 
insolvency. Public employment there has been trimmed as 
the population has dropped over the last 30 years. but the 
city’s current financial weakness has called for strong 
medicine to ward off potentially terminal problems. That 
medicine took the form of a three-part fiscal package with 
a city income tax increase-on both residents and com- 
muters-as its centerpiece. Playing a large part in the 
voters‘ approval of the increase last <June was enthusiastic 
support from Detroit’s corporate commu.nity. which 
donated almost a half million dollars. far more than its 
goal. to pay for the referendum. Before the city could 
collect the tax, though. public unions had to agree to forego 
wage increases already in their contracts and the city had 
to sell $113 million in bonds to cover its deficit for the last 
fiscal year. Mayor Coleman Younr: used muscle where 
necessary to make the package work; when one union 
balked at giving up its raises. he did not hesitate to pass 
out 600 layoff notices to underscore his point that failure 
to agree would mean lost jobs. 

-Robert Yeergin 



programs and accompanying regulations. How are these 
issues affecting the relationships between states and 
localities? In a climate of growing scarcity, when local 
governments rely on federal and state aid for nearly 80% 
of their own-source revenues, local officials are more than 
a little reluctant to end their special relationship with 
Washington and trust their fiscal fate to state officials. 

Local officials feel they have had good cause to fear 
negotiating with their state leaders. Governors and mayors 
of the larger cities have been traditional rivals for power 
within a single state and this may be their greatest reason 
for distrusting one another. Presidents often have their 
favorite big city mayors, but governors seldom do. 

The mayors are not alone in looking toward the state 
capitols with a jaundiced eye. Columnist Neal Peirce 
points out that the states’ past record 

makes many minority and poor people’s groups anxious 
about reform of the system. And they remain nervous 
even if they are shown studies by the National Gover- 
nors’ Association and others which purport to demon- 
strate that state aid is now, in fact, more responsive on 
the average, to geographic areas of poverty and need 
than are federal programs.9 

Gov. George Busbee of Georgia, past president of NGA, 
reminds states and localities that their mutual interests 
should being them closer together, but he admits past 
mistakes by state leaders have made cooperation more 
difficult. 

You might think that a state-local alliance would be 
the most natural thing imaginable, and in fact, I do 
think our differences have been somewhat exaggerated. 
Still, the anxiety expressed by so many local officials 
over the new authority of the states in administering 
block grants is an indication of a sad reflection on state- 
local relations when so many mayors and county officials 
seem to trust an anonymous federal bureaucrat on the 
other end of a telephone line, more than they trust their 
elected state officials. . . . In part, I believe that this 
deterioration of trust and communication can be attrib- 
uted to mistakes the states made in the past in looking 
after the needs of our cities and towns.iO 

For some states the problems grow more acute, since they 
cannot afford to help their local governments now even if 
they would like to. For example, Colorado had expected a 
surplus of nearly $150 million at the end of FY 1982. 
Instead, it is experiencing real difficulty in balancing its 
budget after federal budget cuts went into effect. Tensions 
are mounting between the state and the City of Denver 
whose officials argue that they should not have to pay for 
providing health care, museums, a zoo, and other cultural 
facilities to people who come to the city from all over the 
state. Randy W. Harrison of the Colorado Commission on 
State and Local Government Finance warned that “we 
are going to have to live with these kinds of arguments on a 
continuing basis.“” 

Colorado’s experience calls into question the ability of 
the states to respond to pressures from the federal govern- 
ment to accept more responsibility for state and local 
programs and from localities to handle the block grants 
and budget cuts so there will be no major cutbacks in 

¶“A Look At Our Flawed Federalism-Bypassing the States,” Neal Peirce, 
Education Times, March 3. 1981, p. 2. 

“Quoted in The States and Distressed Communities: The 1981 Annual 

Report, Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, Washington, DC. 
“Business Week, p. 163. 

-Copyright 1981 by Herblock in The Washington Post 

services at the local level. The answer involves more than 
the fiscal conditions of the states. What is their capacity 
to respond politically and institutionally? 

Recent studies indicate that they may be in better shape 
than ever before. While attention has been focused on 
Washington, the states have been involved in a “quiet 
revolution” that has left them much changed from the 
weak partners they were a quarter of a century ago. A 
recent ACIR report indicates that “state governments 
have been transformed. Continuing a reform period un- 
paralleled in their history, they are emerging, for the most 
part, as competent, vigorous, and assertive government. 
They are more open, more responsible, more accountable 
than they were in the past.” Most have modernized their 
constitutions, strengthened the role of their chief execu- 
tives, and provided more and better trained staff for their 
legislatures, most of which now meet annually. 

While addressing the Council of State Governments’ 
Governing Board on December 11, 1980, Gov. Robert List 
(NV) pointed out that states have obligations as well as 
rights: 



We have begged for a chance to “come to bat,” and I 
believe the president-elect is receptive to our plans. It is 
now time for us to accept this offer and to show the 
nation we understand that states’ rights also means 
states’ responsibilities. 

A question remains, however, about the connection 
between a state’s move toward modernization or reform 
and its ability or willingness to perform its role as middle- 
man in the intergovernmental system. While it is far too 
early to tell how well states will perform, there is some 
concern that whatever flexibility is provided by the new 
block grants may never reach the local level. One of local 
officials’ greatest fears is that states will administer the 
new block grants much like categoricals. If so, localities 
will receive fewer state and federal dollars and those dollars 
may well be tied up with more state strings. 

A second source of potential conflict between the states 
and their local governments stems from state-imposed 
constraints placed upon localities’ ability to raise revenue. 
If localities are hampered by tax lids, expenditure limits, 
debt limitations, and/or fixed boundaries that handicap 
the cities from expanding their territories in order to draw 
upon the more affluent suburban fiscal base, then it will 
be even more difficult for them to deal with the current 
fiscal crunch or to meet block grant matching requirements 
imposed by the states. A related area of disagreement 
involves state mandates which require certain actions by 
local governments without providing funds to cover the cost 
of carrying them out. For example, states often set pension 
levels, wages, and working conditions for municipal or 
county employees or grant collective bargaining rights 
without fully weighing the consequences for local officials. 
One 1981 example, recently struck down by the courts, was 
a Massachusetts law requiring cities and towns to main- 
tain certain levels of police and fire protection in spite 
of severe revenue reductions resulting from passage of 
Proposition 2 Yz. Some progress has been made in this area 
for currently, at least-30 states have enacted legislation 
calling for fiscal notes on the cost of state-imposed re- 
quirements. Localities still have cause for concern, how- 
ever, since only 14 states have mandate reimbursement 
laws. 

Even though local officials, accustomed to taking their 
problems to Washington, are not optimistic that they will 
receive the same sympathetic hearing when they visit their 
state capitols, there is mounting evidence that shared 
problems may finally bring them and their state counter- 
parts to the bargaining table. The peace initiative has 
come primarily from the nation’s governors, who, after 
supporting the move to free more grant money from federal 
strings, found themselves saddled with deeper budget cuts 
than they had anticipated. Responding to the need to 
discuss common problems, NGA, for the first time in its 
history, invited a panel of mayors and county officials to 
appear at its 1981 annual meeting in Atlantic City. The 
local officials aired their grievances with the governors in 
what has been described as a “strained but polite” discus- 
sion. They reminded the governors that cities must have 
broader authority from the states to levy local taxes if they 
are to maintain basic services in the face of mounting 
economic pressure. Mayor William H. Hudnut, president 
of NLC, pointed out to NGA that if the present era “. . . 
signals a . . . shift in American politics-toward a far more 
parsimonious federal government over years to come then 
the states, cities, and counties will either sink or swim 
together. This is a new day when we’re all poor together. 

So we’d better get together.“” 
As the first step of “Operation Olive Branch,” the 

governors at that meeting established a new standing 
committee on state-local relations. A similar cooperative 
effort was undertaken by the International City Manage- 
ment Association (ICMA) which created a state-local 
“network” to “ensure a responsible and fair implementa- 
tion of the President’s New Federalism, including the nine 
new block grant programs.” 

Changes in State Executive-Legislative Relations 

The same pressures that are driving states and localities 
closer together, may also convince governors and legisla- 
tures that the time has come for greater cooperation be- 
tween their branches of government. Clearly, federal 
agency officials working with state representatives on 
block grant transition questions were unprepared for the 
strength of the legislative-executive battles that quickly 
developed in the wake of block grant passage: Their pre- 
vious experience had been primarily with state executive 
agency personnel. In the early 1960s as the intergovern- 
mental grant system expanded, governors began applying 
for aid directly through their agencies and many state 
legislatures were completely bypassed in the process. There 
are now indications that the state legislatures are begin- 
ning to take their policymaking responsibilities more 
seriously. At least 11 have assigned themselves formal roles 
in dealing with the new block grants. These range along a 
continuum of involvement from joint legislative-executive 
committees formed especially for the purpose of handling 
block grant money to interim committees empowered to 
allocate funds when the legislature is not meeting to laws 
passed requiring that block grant funds be divided in the 
same proportions as the categoricals they replaced or 
requiring that the legislature be called back into session if 
Congress approved the grant changes. 

The legislatures have become more concerned in recent 
years with their role in providing oversight of federal funds, 
often through the appropriations process. The renewed 
emphasis on block grants has speeded up the trend toward 
more involvement in this area, and 1981 was a banner year 
for passage of bills dealing with state legislative oversight 
of federal money. According to an NCSL survey, about 
40 states have instituted procedures that give their legis- 
latures more control over federal funds entering their 
states. In addition, states are establishing “tracking” 
systems to determine how many federal dollars are coming 
into the state and how they are being used. They also have 
enacted measures calling for legislative approval of federal 
grant applications. The box on page 57 examines 1981 
actions of state legislatures in this area. 

State legislators will be under more pressure from local 
officials and interest groups as the focus shifts from Wash- 
ington to the states. They will also be pressured by gover- 
nors seeking their cooperation in making program decisions 
and distributing the blame for cuts. Private nonprofit 
groups like United Way of America are pushing for strong 
legislative oversight of the block grant funds, for they feel 
they can gain access more readily to the legislative branch. 
Federal agencies have been pushing both legislatures and 
governors to pick up administration of the new block grants 
as soon as possible. The agendas of state legislative bodies 
will undergo radical change in the coming decade as they 
face the fundamental decisions involved in cutback man- 

12”01ive Branch From the Governors: State-Local Relations Panel Formed,” 
Neal R. Peirce, Nation’s Cities Weekly, August 31, 1981, p. 1. 



A Banner Year For Legislative measure has been enacted, the treasurer may accept those 
monies and the governor may spend them for one fiscal 

Oversight of Federal Funds year after submitting to the chairman of the house and 
senate committees on ways and means a statement de- 

Although increased state legislative oversight of federal 
dollars was recognized as a trend by ACIR and others 

scribing the proposed expenditures and explaining why 
they were not available and could not have been antici- 

during the late 1970s. 1981 was clearly a banner year for pated as part of the budget process. 
legislative action in this area with four states. New York, A veto of the Massachusetts bill was overridden by the 
Massachusetts, Oklahoma, and Iowa enacting strong legislature. 
oversight measures calling for legislative involvement in In 1981. Oklahoma enacted. also over the g”~er”“r~s 
applications procedures. the appropriations process and veto. a measure outlining detailed procedures for legislative 
“tracking” federal dollars coming into their states. involvement in agency applications for federal funds and 

Probably the most interesting action took place in New setting up a tracking system for federal funds coming into 
York where for a while the issue was under consideration the state. 
in both the courts and the legislature. The new law established a Joint Committee on Federal 

The court battle was initiated by the legislative leader- Funds made up of ten members of the Oklahoma legisla- 
ship which claimed that the current system where the legis- ture who approve, disapprove. or recommend amendment 
lature did not appropriate federal funds was unconstitu- of grant applications and comprehensive state plans. The 
tional. Following two differing opinions, the New York Committee’s role as set out in the measure is a strong one. 
Court of Appeals. the state‘s highest court. sided with the No agency, board. or commission can apply for federal 
lowest court that the state‘s constitution requires “specific financial assistance or expand federal block grant funds 
legislative appropriation each time the monies in the state after action to amend or disapprove as provided in the law. 
treasury are spent.” Although the measure did not deal with appropriating 

The day after the final decision was handed down. the federal dollars, a November 1981. attorney’s general opin- 
governor signed into law the Accounting, Financial ion may well prompt the legislature to tackle appropria- 
Reporting and Budget Accountability Reform Act of tions as well. It said, in part, that “federal funds received 
1981, which overhauls and streamlines the state’s finan- by agencies of state government are subject to the provi- 
cial management practices as well as setting forth specific sions of the Oklahoma Constitution ” including the 
procedures for legislative appropriation of federal funds appropriations process. The attorney’s general opinion has 
and approval of federal grant applications. the effect of law unless overturned by the courts. 

The measure says that no state monies may be expended appropriate all block grant funds and sets forth a procedure 
except through state appropriation and generally prohibits for legislative review of applications for categorical grants 
transfer of money between funds without specific authori- for FY 1982. ending in Iowa in June 30. 1982. 
zation by statute. It gives the governor the right to make In order to better “track” federal funds, the legislature 
“emergency” appropriations from various funds if the asked the comptroller to prepare a list of federal funds 
revenues exceed the appropriation authority. anticipated to be received and expended by state agencies 

Under the application review procedures set out in the during FY 1982 and 1982. including for each amount an- 
law. the chairman of the Senate Finance Committee and ticipated the agency designated to administer the funds. 
chairman of the Assembly Ways and Means Committee the program for which the funds will be used. and the 
approve, modify, or disapprove agency applications for 
federal grants. 

amount of any state funds that will be used to match or 
supplement the federal funds. 

The 1981 Massachusetts enactment, drawn in large In addition, federal funds should be included in the 
measure from ACIR’s model bill, requires legislative governor’s budget. including how the federal funds will be 
approval of all federal grant applications as well as pro- used and the program to which they will be allocated. The 
viding for legislative appropriation of federal funds. It says amount of state funds required to implement the program 
that no state agency may establish new, or expand exist- to which the federal funds will apply shall also be indi- 
ing. programs involving federal monies beyond the scope of cated. If some federal funds were not included in the 
those already established, recognized. and approved by the 
General Court and that no state agency may make expend- 

governor’s budget because of time constraints. a supple- 
mental statement should be sent from the governor listing 

itures of any federal grant funds unless such expenditures federal funds received and including how those funds will 
are made pursuant to specific appropriations. If federal be used and the programs to which they will be allocated. 
grant funds become available after the appropriations -Carol Weissert 



administrative decentralization remains to be seen. 
At this point it is possible only to speculate about the 

states’ response to the New Federalism. However, at least 
three areas will receive close attention in the months ahead 
as implementation progresses. 

First, some observers question whether the states will 
give local units what the latter consider to be a “fair 
share” of federal block grants. Even where mandatory 
passthrough requirements are contained in federal law, 
officials of local governments or nonprofit agencies which 
previously enjoyed a direct relationship with Washington 
worry that their state might not be as sympathetic and 
responsive as Congress and the federal bureaucracy, or 
might accord statewide needs top priority over individual 
local needs. 

On the other side of the coin, supporters of the Adminis- 
tration’s proposals point out that by designating the states 
as prime recipients the block grants are helping to re- 
establish and reinforce traditional state-local ties. This 
new partnership should promote greater state understand- 
ing of and sensitivity to local problems-a development 
recently underscored by the outreach efforts of some state 
and local public interest groups. Another encouraging sign 
is the demonstration by a growing number of states of 
their recognition of local needs and willingness to take 
remedial actions by targeting their funds on economic 
development, housing, education, and social service under- 
takings in distressed communities. 

A related area of doubt concerns whether the discretion 
that the block grant and regulatory relief initiatives seek 
to give subnational units will be reinforced or thwarted by 
the states. This is especially a concern of local officials, 
who fear that state “strings” will replace federal rules, 
regulations, and requirements as the states attempt to 
ensure their accountability for the proper expenditure of 
public funds. In some of the block grants, for example, this 
tendency could mean that increased discretion over the use 
of federal monies would be enjoyed only by the states: for 
substate and local units, categorical relationships would 
persist with a state rather than a federal agency making 
award decisions. Similarly, if the states do provide in- 
creased aid to localities to help fill program gaps resulting 
from federal funding reductions, it is possible that the 
dollars will be accompanied by additional administrative 
and fiscal strings. 

On the other hand, undoubtedly administrative deregu- 
lation and program retrenchment will trigger suits by 
individual and jurisdictional recipients of former cate- 
gorical funds and interest groups associated with previous- 
ly regulated activities. Detailed procedural requirements 
are one way in which the states can protect themselves, 
and perhaps local governments, against charges of dis- 
criminatory practices. It is also noteworthy that over the 
years, the states as well as the courts have granted more 
and more discretionary authority to local governments 
over structural, functional, personnel, and fiscal matters. 
In a retrenchment environment where flexibility is vital, 
this willingness could extend to local use of federal funds. 

A third area of interest has to do with the states’ insti- 
tutional capacity to shoulder more “middlemen” respon- 
sibilities. Despite modernization, or perhaps because of it, 
while governors now have more control over the executive 
branch, state legislatures have strongly asserted themselves 
in federal aid matters. Given the political repercussions of 
program cutbacks, it is likely that legislatures will use the 
power of the purse to assure themselves a prominent role 
in reallocating federal funds. This could well generate 

friction between the branches, and make the transition 
from categoricals to block grants, or the phase-out of 
categoricals, both controversial and lengthy. This is 
especially the case, of course, in states where a different 
party controls each branch. Compounding the problems of 
this situation is the possibility that some legislatures may 
find their zeal far exceeds their capabilities. The budget is 
a continuous process, yet many legislatures still meet for 
relatively short periods of time and a few still meet bi- 
ennially. Even those which use interim committees for 
fiscal matters often find budgeting to be a complex and 
time-consuming task which has little appeal to many legis- 
lators. Hence, reviewing and making decisions on federal 
aid appropriations could become a fairly superficial exer- 
cise. 

At the same time, over the past decade most states have 
moved to establish machinery to “track” federal dollars 
coming in to the state, review federal aid requests, and/or 
appropriate federal funds. They are acquiring the profes- 
sional staff and program experience to exercise effective 
oversight. These assets will prove valuable during the 
current cutback period, and should help ensure responsible 
legislative actions on federal aid matters. 

In the final analysis, while the jury will be out for some 
time on the foregoing issues, clearly state and local govern- 
ments have reached what may well be a watershed for 
federalism. After years of concern and complaints about 
a “congested” federal system, a significant and more 
than likely sustained effort is underway to relieve con- 
gestion. The fiscal effects of denationalizing activities 
are and will be unpleasant for many jurisdictions. The 
new administrative and allocative responsibility may 
well rest uncomfortably on the shoulders of some state and 
local officials, particularly since they may become de- 
fendants in court actions. And for many individuals as 
well as governments, “doing more with less” will be a 
reality rather than a slogan. 

Yet, perhaps never before have state and local officials 
been challenged to do things that otherwise would not or 
could not have been done. The New Federalism gives them 
a chance to make their operations more efficient, effective, 
equitable, and accountable-in short, to fully exercise the 
powers and resources they have acquired over the years in 
response to the reformers’ pleas for institutional modern- 
ization. Programs which have served their purposes or are 
ineffective can be eliminated or retooled, new priorities can 
be set, opportunities for shifting functions to other levels 
on a contractual or permanent basis can be explored, 
partnerships with citizen volunteers and neighborhood 
groups can be forged, and privatization of certain services 
can be accomplished. This opportunity to develop creative 
solutions to public sector problems could well be one of the 
most exciting consequence outcomes of the New Federal- 
ism. Both practitioners and academicians will be keeping 
a close watch on the states to see how they respond to this 
challenge in the years ahead. 

Jean Lawson is an ACIR fellow; Carl S ten berg is A.ssis tan t 
Director for Policy Implementation. 



In 1981. the Advisory Commission, 
on Intergovernmental Relations 
issued 18 reports. ranging from 
assessments of federal, state, and 
local governmental roles in the 
federal system to studies on com- 
parative federalism; from an 
analysis of state-local relations 
bodies to a compendium of data on 
the fiscal aspects of federalism. It 
produced five volumes of its study. 
The Federal Role in the Federal 
System and three in a series on. 
comparative federalism. In addi- 
tion, the Commission published four 
issues of Intergovernmental 
Perspective. three Information 
Bulletins and two In Briefs. 

Single copies of the reports 
described below are available from 
ACIR. 111120th Street, N.W., 
Washington, DC 20575. 

The tive volumes in the Commis- 
sion‘s work on The Federal Role 
in the Federal System published 
in 1981 are: 

The Condition of Contemporary 
Federalism: Conflicting Theories 
and Collapsing Constraints 
(A-78). 

This volume examines the his- 
torical. Constitutional, fiscal, 
political, and other forces that have 
shaped our federal system for 200 
years and which continue to exert 
influence at the present time. Since 
1937. the report documents, Con- 
stitutional limits on the size and 
scope of the federal government 
have been greatly diminished. 
Further. political constraints have 
yielded in the face of public opinion 
which now expects the federal 
government to play an active role 
in a wide variety of areas. Fiscal 
constraints have limited the 
growth of state and local govern- 
ments while the federal government 
with its strong personal income tax 
system continued to grow at a 
greater rate. This report finds that 
changes in public opinion. judicial 
decisions. and the relatively strong 
fiscal position of the federal govern- 
ment for many years all contributed 
to the increased role for the federal 
government. 
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Intergovernmentalizing the 
Classroom (A-81). 

This case study on federal aid to 

elementary and secondary educa- 
tion revealed that, although the 
federal contribution to total elemen- 
tary and secondary educational 
expenditures is only about 8%. the 
federal role in basic education is an 
important one. much more so than 
it was just 20 years ago. 

The Evolution of a Problematic 
Partnership: The Feds and 
Higher Ed (A-82). 

This volume traces the federal 
role in higher education from land 
grants made to the states in the 
19th Century to the formation of 
the U.S. Department of Education. 
Federal Financial aid for higher 
education, very modest until the 
1940s. skyrocketed to about $11.75 
billion in 1977. constituting about 
one-third of total private school 
funds. In addition. federally 
imposed rules and regulations, 
ranging from health and safety to 
affirmative action, have stirred 
considerable controversy in higher 
education. 

Protecting the Environment: 
Politics, Pollution, and Federal 
Policy (A-83). 

This report looks at the dramatic 
expansion of the federal govern- 
ment’s activities designed to protect 
the environment. Interestingly, the 
study revealed that the effect of 
increased federal intervention has 
been to increase the states’ role in 
environmental protection as well. 

An Agenda for American 
Federalism: Restoring 
Confidence and Competence 
(A-86). 

The centerpiece of ACIR’s federal 
role study is this volume which ex- 
plores where the federal system 
stands today. how it has changed, 
particularly over the past 20 years, 
and what can be done to improve it. 
Many types of policy producing 
and policy shaping variables were 
found to contribute to the growth 
of the federal role, but it was the 
individual member of Congress, 
either acting alone or in concert 
with others, who stood out as 
having the single most profound and 

constant influence. 
Based on the findings of the 

study, the Commission adopted a 
series of recommendations for re- 
storing balance to federalism. 
These recommendations are con- 
tained in this volume. 

The Federal Influence on State 
and Local Roles in the Federal 
System (A-89). 

Washington’s influence on the 
day-to-day roles and responsibilities 
of states and localities is docu- 
mented in this report, one of a two- 
volume study entitled State and 
Local Roles in the Federal 
System. Two kinds of federal 
actions are looked at: those in- 
tended to affect “who does what” 
at the state/local levels and those 
unintended. but nonetheless 
influential, actions. 

Payments in Lieu of Taxes on 
Federal Real Property (A-90). 

This report contains major con- 
clusions and Commission recom- 
mendations relating to whether the 
federal government’s exemption 
from state and local real property 
taxes shou!d be modified or elimi- 
nated. ACIR estimates that states 
and localities lose some $3.5 billion 
in property taxes due to this exemp- 
tion on property such as office 
buildings. post offices. and military 
bases. 

Fiscal Management of Federal 
Pass-Through Grants: The Need 
for More Uniform Requirements 
and Procedures (A-102). 

This study focuses on require- 
ments imposed by OMB Circular 
A-102 from the national level 
through the states to the ultimate 
recipient and includes the Com- 
mission’s recommendations for 
improved administration. 

Regional Growth: Interstate 
Tax Competition (A-76). 

This report, the third volume of 
ACIR’s series on regional develop- 
ment, looks at the effect of inter- 
state competition on regional 
growth. The Commission found that 
although variations in state and 
local tax levels do exist, tax differ- 
ences are not a major cause of 



regional competition for people, 
capital. and 

Commission’s two-volume series on 
state and local roles in federal 
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